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Abstract

This paper presents techniques for the automatic detection and automatic exploitation of
implicit loop parallelism in bytecode, i.e. the architectural neutral instructions of the JVM.
Implicit parallelism is made explicit by means of the multi-threading mechanism provided by
the JVM. Automatically exploiting implicit parallelism at bytecode level can be done independently from the source program and platform from which the bytecode was obtained, and
independently from the platform on which the bytecode eventually will run. The parallelized
bytecode remains architectural neutral and may exhibit speedup on any platform that supports the true parallel execution of JVM threads. Some initial experiments with a prototype
bytecode parallelization tool (that is made freely available) have been included.

1 Introduction
Architectural neutrality of the Java programming language [18] is due to the compilation of Java
source programs into bytecode, i.e. instructions of the JVM (Java Virtual Machine) [26], rather than
the more traditional compilation of source programs into native machine code. Bytecode can run on
any platform that provides an implementation of the JVM. Below, a typical compiled-interpreted
execution of a Java program is illustrated. First, a Java compiler (javac in the diagram) compiles a
Java source program `MyClass.java' into bytecode that is embedded in a class le `MyClass.class'.
Subsequently, this bytecode is interpreted by an implementation of the JVM (java in the diagram,
or, alternatively, an interpreter that is embedded in a browser):
Interpretation
(ii)
(iii)
(i)
java
of bytecode
MyClass.java =) javac =) MyClass.class =)
Although the interpretation of bytecode is substantially faster than the interpretation of most
high level languages, still a performance penalty must be paid for architectural neutrality. Hence,
although Java already has a potential to become a major language in scienti c and engineering
computing [9, 17], clearly means to speedup execution have to be found before Java can be truly
competitive with languages like FORTRAN and C.
The diagram above reveals some obvious ways to speedup Java programs. At source code level
(viz. (i)), a source-to-source restructuring can be applied. In earlier work [6], for example, we have
shown how a restructuring compiler can make loop parallelism in a Java source program explicit
using the multi-threading mechanism of the Java programming language [18, 24, 32]. Eventually,
speedup can be obtained on any platform that supports true parallel execution of JVM threads (like
the AIX4.2 JDK on an IBM RS/6000 G30). However, other source program transformations that
eventually result in the generation of more ecient bytecode can also be applied by a restructuring
compiler.
Alternatively, optimizations can be applied at bytecode level, either at compile-time or run-time.
Compile-time bytecode optimization (viz. (ii)) can be done by an integrated module of the Java
compiler (cf. `javac -O') or by a stand-alone bytecode-to-bytecode optimizer [7, 12].
3

The latter approach makes the optimizer independent of the actual Java compiler, which allows
the optimization of bytecodes from alternative sources, such as bytecodes that have been downloaded
over a network, bytecodes generated by bytecode producing compilers for other high level languages,
or bytecodes produced by a JVM assembler like Jasmin [28, 29]. The former approach has the
advantage, however, that high level information about the program does not have to be recovered
prior to the actual optimizations.
Finally, bytecode optimizations can be performed at run-time (viz. (iii)). Again, a bytecode-tobytecode transformation can be performed at this stage, which now has the advantage that speci c
properties of the target platform can be accounted for during the optimizations [11]. A more aggressive approach at this stage, however, is to abandon the interpretation of bytecode completely,
and to perform a JIT (just-in-time) compilation into native machine code prior to execution (see
e.g. [10, 20, 22]). Besides the obvious advantage that native code runs substantially faster than
bytecode interpretation, the run-time approach usually also allows more optimizations. For example, even if a Java compiler can proof that particular array references cannot violate subscript
bounds, this information cannot be expressed in the bytecode.1 Hence, without further analysis,
the JVM speci cation requires that run-time checks are performed for each individual reference.
Run-time optimization, however, can generate native code (or, in the interpreted approach, a new
form of quick pseudo-instruction could be used, cf. [26, ch9]) in which all super uous checks are
omitted.
In this paper, we focus on one particular bytecode-to-bytecode optimization that can be performed at either (ii) or (iii), namely the automatic detection of implicit loop parallelism in bytecode
and the automatic exploitation of this loop parallelism by means of the multi-threading mechanism
provided by the JVM. Exploiting parallelism at bytecode level has the advantage that all transformations can be done independently from the source program and platform from which the bytecode
was obtained, and independently from the platform on which the bytecode eventually will run. The
parallelized bytecode remains architectural neutral and may exhibit speedup on any platform that
supports the true parallel execution of JVM threads. The techniques presented in this paper have
been actually implemented in a prototype bytecode parallelization tool javab, which is made freely
available for education, research, and non-pro t purposes (for details, see the end of this paper).
To keep compile-time limited, the prototype relies on less accurate but generally also less expensive
analysis. Although currently an o -line bytecode to bytecode transformation is applied, keeping
compile-time limited may become more important if the techniques are used for some form of JIT
parallelization, i.e. bytecode parallelization directly prior to execution
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, in Section 2, we discuss analysis of bytecode.
Subsequently, the automatic detection and exploitation of implicit loop parallelism in bytecode is
discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, the results of some initial experiments are given. Finally, in
Section 5, conclusions are stated.

2 Bytecode Analysis

Bytecode is analyzed by rst performing control ow analysis to determine the control structure
of a program, followed by data ow analysis to determine the ow of data through this program.
Although control and data ow analysis of more traditional intermediate representations (such as
three-address code) are described extensively in the compiler literature (see e.g. [1, 3, 15, 35, 46, 47]),
we brie y discuss the analysis speci cally for bytecode.
1 Although the class le format provides a way to supply information about bytecode in so-called attributes [26,
ch4], there is no pre-de ned way yet to support bytecode optimization. Also, for security reasons, JVM implementations will probably have to reject such optimization attributes from untrusted sources anyway.

4

2.1 The Java Virtual Machine

The JVM is a stack-based virtual machine that has been designed to support the Java programming
language [18, 26]. The input of the JVM consists of platform-independent class les. Each class
le is a binary le that contains information about the elds and methods of one particular class,
a constant pool (a kind of symbol-table), as well as the actual bytecode for each method.
Each JVM instruction consists of a one-byte opcode that de nes a particular operation, followed
by zero or more byte operands that de ne the data for the operation. For example, instruction
`sipush 500' (push constant 500 on the stack) is represented by the bytes 17, 1, and 244:
17 opcode for sipush
1 these two operands together de ne the short literal 500
244 (in big-endian order), which is sign-extended to an int literal
For most JVM opcodes, the number of corresponding operands is xed, whereas for the other
opcodes (lookupswitch, tableswitch, and wide) this number can be easily determined from the
bytecode context. Consequently, once the o set into a class le and the length for the bytecode of
a certain method have been determined, it is straightforward to parse the bytecode instructions of
this method.
At run-time, the JVM fetches an opcode and corresponding operands, executes the corresponding action, and then continues with the next instruction. At the JVM-level, operations are performed on the abstract notion of words [26, ch3]: words have a platform-speci c size, but two
words can contain values of type long and double, whereas one word can contain values of all
other types. During execution of bytecode, three exceptional situations may arise:
(1) The JVM throws an instance of a subclass of VirtualMachineError in case an internal error
or resource limitation prevents further execution.
(2) An exception is thrown explicitly by the instruction athrow.
(3) An exception is thrown implicitly by a JVM instruction.
Situation (1) can occur during execution of any instruction, because the JVM speci cation does
not mandate precisely when JVM errors can be reported [26, ch6]. In contrast, the compiler can
easily determine when situation (2) or (3) may occur, because the JVM speci cation [26] precisely
documents which instructions may explicitly or implicitly throw linking exceptions or run-time
exceptions. Our approach to preserve the user-visible state after exceptions as much as possible
without being over restrictive with respect to transformations, is to only transform regions of code
for which the compiler can prove that run-time exceptions cannot occur, but to allow semantical
changes with respect to the handling of JVM errors and linking exceptions (a compiler-switch is
provided, however, to preserve the exact handling semantics of linking exceptions as well).

2.2 Flow Graphs

A region of straight-line bytecode that can only be entered via the rst instruction, and only be
exited via the last instruction is referred to as a basic block. We can partition the bytecode for
one method into basic-blocks by rst nding the set of leaders (cf. [1, ch9]):
 The rst instruction of the method and each rst instruction of every exception handler for
the method are leaders.
 Each statement that is the target of a conditional or unconditional branch (including jsr and
jsr w) or one of the targets of a <kind>switch is a leader.
 Each statement that immediately follows a conditional or unconditional branch (including
jsr and jsr w), a ret, <T>return, or <kind>switch instruction, or that immediately follows
an instruction that may throw an exception (ignoring JVM errors) is a leader.
5

Now, each individual leader gives rise to a basic block, consisting of all instructions up to the next
leader or the end of the bytecode. Furthermore, we enclose each method invocation (invoke<kind>)
in a basic block of its own.
The ow graph G = hV; E; v0 i of a method consists of a directed graph with a set of vertices
V that represents the basic blocks, a set of edges E  V  V that represents transfer of control
between these basic blocks, and a vertex v0 2 V that represents the entry of the method. There is
a directed edge (v; w) 2 E if execution of the instructions in w can immediately follow execution of
the instructions in v.
Hence, we add an edge (v; w) to E , if w follows v in the bytecode and v does not end in a
unconditional branch, or if the last instruction of v is a conditional or unconditional branch to the
rst instruction in w. In addition, we add an edge from the basic block of each tableswitch or
lookupswitch to the basic block of each instruction that is de ned as target in the switch. For
each subroutine call, we add two edges to E : one from the basic block of the jsr/jsr w to the basic
block of target, and one from the basic block containing the corresponding ret to the basic block
of the instruction that immediately follows the call. Finally, we add an edge from the basic block of
each instruction that may throw an exception to the entry basic block of every exception handler
that covers the region of bytecode in which the instruction appear, and to a dummy basic block
that represents abnormal completion of the method [26, ch3], i.e. the situation where a thrown
exception is not caught by any handler of the method (in the prototype, the types of exceptions are
not accounted for during ow graph construction, so that some redundant edges may arise). After
the complete ow graph has been constructed, any vertex that cannot be reached from the entry
vertex v0 2 V is discarded from the ow graph.
Consider, as a rst example, the following Java source code that provides an implementation
of a class Flow. The bytecode for this class (as presented by our research tool) together with the
corresponding ow graph G = hV; E; v0 i, where V = fv0 ; : : : ; v13 g, and local variables usage are
shown in Figure 1.
class Flow {
int a[];
int flow() {
int i = 0, j = 0;
try {
do { i++;
j += a[i];
} while (i < 500);
}
catch(Exception e) { return 0; }
finally
{ a = null; }
return j;
}
}

First, the access ags, name, and method descriptor [26, ch4] of the method are shown (`0x000
The next descriptor w ! w0 denotes the corresponding number of words moved from
the operand stack of the caller into locals of the callee (note that reference this is implicitly passed
to every instance method), and pushed on the operand stack of the caller by the callee on return,
respectively. The table of exception handlers is shown next. Eventually, the bytecode is presented,
where di erent basic blocks are separated by horizontal lines. For each instruction, the byte o set
is shown together with the number of words that reside on the stack prior to execution of this
instruction in between square brackets (in Section 2.6, we explain how this stack usage can be
computed). Each instruction that may throw an exception (ignoring JVM errors) is marked with
an `*'.
Entry v0 2 V consist of the rst four instructions, because the iinc at address 4 is used as a
target of the conditional branch at address 20. The next basic block v1 2 V ends at the getfield
at address 9, because this instruction may implicitly throw an exception. The pop at address 26 is
a leader because it appears after a conditional branch, and because this instruction is the target of
the rst exception handler. The other basic blocks are constructed similarly.
flow()I').
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Exception

v0 iconst_0
istore_1
iconst_0
istore_2

any

v12 astore 4
v13 pop
jsr v6
iconst_0
istore_3
jsr v6

v1 iinc 1 1
iload_2
aload_0
getfield a

(*)
subroutine

v2 iload_1
iaload

(*)

v3 iadd
istore_2
iload_1
sipush 500
if_icmplt v1

v6 astore 5
aload_0
aconst_null
putfield a

(*)

v7 ret 5

false-branch

v4 goto v5
true-branch

v5 jsr v6

v9 goto v10

v11 iload_3
ireturn

v8 aload 4
athrow

(*)

v10 iload_2
ireturn

*** method 0x00 flow()I 1->1
[4,23) -> 26 java.lang.Exception
[4,34) -> 40 any
---------[ 0] 0: iconst_0
[ 1] 1: istore_1
[ 0] 2: iconst_0
[ 1] 3: istore_2
---------[ 0] 4: iinc 1 1
[ 0] 7: iload_2
[ 1] 8: aload_0
*[ 2] 9: getfield Flow.a [I
---------[ 2] 12: iload_1
*[ 3] 13: iaload
---------[ 2] 14: iadd
[ 1] 15: istore_2
[ 0] 16: iload_1
[ 1] 17: sipush 500
[ 2] 20: if_icmplt 4
---------[ 0] 23: goto 34
---------[ 1] 26: pop
[ 0] 27: iconst_0
[ 1] 28: istore_3
[ 0] 29: jsr 48
---------[ 0] 32: iload_3
[ 1] 33: ireturn
---------[ 0] 34: jsr 48
---------[ 0] 37: goto 57
---------[ 1] 40: astore 4
[ 0] 42: jsr 48
---------[ 0] 45: aload 4
*[ 1] 47: athrow
---------[ 1] 48: astore 5
[ 0] 50: aload_0
[ 1] 51: aconst_null
*[ 2] 52: putfield Flow.a [I
---------[ 0] 55: ret 5
---------[ 0] 57: iload_2
[ 1] 58: ireturn
----------

Figure 1: Flow graph and bytecode of instance method flow()
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0:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

Locals

this
i
j
0
any
return

v0 iload_1
ifeq v5
v1 aload_0
getfield s

(*)

v2
lookupswitch 2
-10::v4
+10::v3
default::v5
v4
ldc2_w -1.0
dreturn
v3
dconst_1
dreturn
v5
dconst_0
dreturn

*** method 0x00 switcher(Z)D 2->2
---------[ 0] 0: iload_1
[ 1] 1: ifeq 42
---------[ 0] 4: aload_0
*[ 1] 5: getfield Switcher.s I
---------[ 1] 8: lookupswitch 2
-10::36
+10::40
default::42
---------[ 0] 36: ldc2_w -1.0
[ 2] 39: dreturn
---------[ 0] 40: dconst_1
[ 2] 41: dreturn
---------[ 0] 42: dconst_0
[ 2] 43: dreturn
----------

0:
1:

Locals
this
b

Figure 2: Flow graph and bytecode of instance method switcher()
Both the edges (v3 ; v1 ) and (v3 ; v4 ) are added to E , because of the conditional branch at address 20. The edges (v5 ; v6 ), (v12 ; v6 ), and (v13 ; v6 ), together with the edges (v7 ; v8 ), (v7 ; v9 ), and
(v7 ; v11 ), are due to the three subroutine calls in this fragment. Vertex v2 is connected to v3 because
of the normal ow of execution. Moreover, because the iaload at address 13 may implicitly throw
an exception, v2 is also connected to both the exception handlers v12 and v13 that covers address 13,
as well as to a dummy vertex representing abnormal completion of the method, which is indicated
as an edge to an `(*)' in the gure (note that the latter two edges are redundant in this case).
Vertex v8 , on the other hand, is only connected to the vertex of abnormal completion. The rest of
the control ow graph construction is straightforward.
Consider, as another example, the Java source code shown below. The bytecode, the corresponding ow graph G = hV; E; v0 i, where V = fv0 ; : : : ; v5 g, and the local variables usage are
shown in Figure 2. Here, the edges (v2 ; v3 ), (v2 ; v4 ), and (v2 ; v5 ) are included in E because of the
lookupswitch instruction at address 8 that is used to implement the Java switch statement.
class Switcher {
int s;
double switcher(boolean b) {
if (b)
switch(s) {
case -10: return -1.0;
case +10: return +1.0;
}
return 0.0;
}
}

Analysis that is only concerned with an individual basic block is referred to as local analysis,
whereas analysis of all the basic blocks belonging to one method is usually called global analysis
(or intra-procedural analysis). In addition, analysis that deals with a program as a whole is called
inter-procedural analysis (where a call-graph [40] is used to represent possible transfer of control
between methods). To enable transformations on a single class le (rather than only on a complete
bytecode program which is not always available beforehand), in this paper we will focus on local
and global analysis, and resort to worst-case assumptions (the default) or user interaction (which
can be enabled with a compiler-switch) if inter-procedural information is required.
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procedure comp_dominators() {
0 :=
0 ;
foreach
0
:=
;

Dom(v ) fv g
v 2 V , fv g
Dom(v) V

v 62 L
L L [ fvg
p 2 Pred(v)
p

do {
busy := false;
foreach

O

:=

v

procedure comp_natloop( ) {
if
{
:=
;
foreach
make_natloop( );
}
}

v 2 V , fv0 g {
T Dom(p);
fvg [
2Pred(v)

p

Dom(v) 6= O
Dom(v) O

if (
) {
busy := true;
:=
;
}

}

}
} while (busy);

Figure 3: Computing dominator sets and natural loops

2.3 Dominators and Natural Loops

For a ow graph G = hV; E; v0 i and vertices w 2 V and v 2 V , we say that w dominates v if every
directed path from v0 to v contains vertex w. In Figure 3, where Pred(v) = fp 2 V j (p; v) 2 E g,
we give an iterative algorithm comp dominators() to compute the set of dominators Dom(v)  V
for every vertex v 2 V [1, p670{671].
An edge (g; h) 2 E where h 2 Dom(g) is called a back edge. Such a back edge de nes a
natural loop L  V , consisting of all vertices that can reach vertex g without going through h.
Given a back edge (g; h) 2 E , the corresponding natural loop can be constructed by invoking the
algorithm in Figure 3 as comp natloop(g) for an initial set L = fhg [1, p604]. Given a natural loop
L  V , an edge (v; e) 2 E where v 2 L and e 2= L is called a loop-exit. We further distinguish
between normal loop-exits and abnormal loop-exits, depending on whether the edge can be
taken during normal program execution or only directly after an instruction throws an exception
(leading to either an exception handler or abnormal completion of the method).
In the ow graph G = hV; E; v0 i of Figure 1, for instance, we have Dom(v3 ) = fv0 ; v1 ; v2 ; v3 g,
and (v3 ; v1 ) 2 E forms a back edge that de nes the natural loop L = fv1 ; v2 ; v3 g. For this loop,
(v3 ; v4 ) 2 E forms a normal loop-exit, and the edges from vertices v1 and v2 to the vertices v12 ,
v13 , and the dummy vertex representing abnormal completion of method flow() form abnormal
loop-exits.
Consider, as another example, the following Java instance method:
static void mat(int[][] a, int[][] b, int[][] c, int n) {
for (int i = 0; i < n; i++)
for (int j = 0; j < n; j++)
c[i][j] += a[i][j] + b[i][j];
}

In Figure 4, the bytecode for this method and corresponding ow graph G = hV; E; v0 i are
shown. Here we have, for example, Dom(v5 ) = fv0 ; v1 ; v3 ; v4 ; v5 g. There are two back edges,
namely (v5 ; v1 ) 2 E and (v13 ; v4 ) 2 E , with corresponding natural loops L = fv1 ; v3 ; : : : ; v13 g and
L0 = fv4 ; v6 ; : : : ; v13 g, respectively. For the former loop, edge (v1 ; v2 ) 2 E forms a normal loop-exit,
whereas all the edges to the dummy vertex that represents abnormal completion of the method
form abnormal loop-exits. For the latter loop, edge (v4 ; v5 ) 2 E forms a normal loop-exit, whereas,
again, all edges representing abnormal completion of mat() form abnormal loop-exits.
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v0 iconst_0
istore 4
goto v1
v1 iload 4
iload_3
if_icmplt v3

v2
return

v3 iconst_0
istore 5
goto v4
v4 iload 5
iload_3
if_icmplt v6
v6 aload_2
iload 4
aaload

v5
iinc 4 1

(*)

.
.
.
v12 iadd
iadd
iastore
v13 iinc 5 1

(*)

*** method 0x08 mat([[I[[I[[II)V 4->0
---------[ 0] 0: iconst_0
[ 1] 1: istore 4
[ 0] 3: goto 49
---------[ 0] 6: iconst_0
[ 1] 7: istore 5
[ 0] 9: goto 40
---------[ 0] 12: aload_2
[ 1] 13: iload 4
*[ 2] 15: aaload
---------...
---------[ 5] 34: iadd
[ 4] 35: iadd
*[ 3] 36: iastore
---------[ 0] 37: iinc 5 1
---------[ 0] 40: iload 5
[ 1] 42: iload_3
[ 2] 43: if_icmplt 12
---------[ 0] 46: iinc 4 1
---------[ 0] 49: iload 4
[ 1] 51: iload_3
[ 2] 52: if_icmplt 6
---------[ 0] 55: return
----------

0:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

Locals
a
b
c
n
i
j

Figure 4: Flow graph and bytecode of class method mat()

2.4 Reaching De nitions of Local Variables

On a method invocation, a xed-sized frame consisting of a xed-sized operand stack and a set of
local variables is allocated [26, ch3]. E ectively, this latter set consists of an array of words in which
locals are addressed as word o sets from the array base.
A bytecode instruction that assigns a value to a local variable in this frame forms a de nition
of that local. Hence, the instructions iload <l>, iload, iinc, fload <l>, fload, aload <l>, and
aload form de nitions of the local that is de ned either implicitly in the opcode or explicitly in the
next operand byte (or two bytes if combined with a wide instruction).
Similarly, because the instructions dload <l>, dload, lload <l>, and lload e ectively operate
on two locals (viz. a data item of type long or double at l e ectively occupies locals l and l+1), we
let each such instruction form two de nitions of locals. For example, `iinc 5 1' forms a de nition
of local 5, while dload 0 forms de nitions of both locals 0 and 1.
The parameter passing mechanism of bytecode gives rise to another source of de nitions of local
variables: if w words of parameters are passed to a particular method, then invoking that method
forms initial de nitions of the rst w locals. The types of these parameters can be easily determined
from the bytecode context. For an instance method, the rst parameter is a reference this to an
instance of the class in which the method is de ned. Types of all other arguments are de ned by
the corresponding method descriptor [26, ch4].
At implementation level, each de nition of a local in a particular method can be represented by
two words: the address of the de ning instruction (set to ? for de nitions arising from parameter
passing), and the o set of the local. We say that such a de nition reaches a particular bytecode
instruction, if there is an execution path from the de nition to the instruction along which there are
no de nitions of the same local. The compiler can determine global reaching de nitions information
10

procedure comp_reaching_defs() {
foreach
rd_out
:= rd_gen ;

v2V
[v]

[v]

do {
busy := false;
foreach
{

v2V
rd_in[v ] :=

S

rd out[p];
2Pred(v)
O := rd_gen[v] [ (rd in[v] , rd kill[v]);
if (rd_out[v ] 6= O ) {
busy := true;
rd_out[v ] := O ;
p

}

}
}
} while (busy);

Figure 5: Computing reaching de nitions of local variables
for a method with control ow graph G = hV; E; v0 i by solving a forward, any-path (may) data- ow
problem [1, 3, 15, 35, 46, 47]. First, for each basic block v 2 V , the sets rd gen[v] and rd kill[v]
are constructed. The former set consists of all de nitions in v that also reach the end of this basic
block (i.e. if a basic block contains several de nitions of the same local variable, then only the last
de nition appears in the gen[v]). For each local de ned in v, the rd kill[v] contains all de nitions
of this local in the method other than the one appearing in rd gen[v].
Thereafter, global reaching de nitions information can be found by solving the following data
ow equations for sets rd in[v] and rd out[v] over all v 2 V :

S rd out[p]
8 rd in[v] =
>
<
p2Pred(v)
>
:
rd out[v] = rd gen[v] [ (rd in[v] , rd kill[v])

(1)

The iterative algorithm comp reaching defs() shown in Figure 5 is used to solve these data
ow equations (statistics gathered in [21] reveal that visiting the vertices in the ow graph according
to topological sorting of the dominance relation tends to reduce the number of passes required to
solve forward data ow equations iteratively [1, 47]). Here, we assume that the entry vertex v0 2 V
has a dummy predecessor w, where rd out[w] consists of all de nitions that are formed by invoking
the current method.
Some subtleties of computing global reaching de nitions information for locals are illustrated
using the bytecode for the following Java class method retLong():
static long retLong(boolean b, long l) {
if (b) {
l = 20;
l = 30;
}
return l;
}

The bytecode and ow graph G = hV; E; v0 i are shown in Figure 6. Method descriptor `(ZJ)J'
indicates that a parameter of type boolean and a parameter of type long are passed to this
method. Since a long takes two words (shown as l-1 and l-2 in the illustration of the local
variables usage), invoking the method forms de nitions of the locals 0, 1, and 3. The instructions
lstore 1 at address 7 and 11 form two de nitions of the locals 1 and 2, respectively:
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*** method 0x08 retLong(ZJ)J 3->2
---------[ 0] 0: iload_0
[ 1] 1: ifeq 12
---------[ 0] 4: ldc2_w 20
[ 2] 7: lstore_1
[ 0] 8: ldc2_w 30
[ 2] 11: lstore_1
---------[ 0] 12: lload_1
[ 2] 13: lreturn
----------

v0 iload_0
ifeq v2
v1 ldc2_w 20
lstore_1
ldc2_w 30
lstore_1

v2 lload_1
lreturn

0:
1:
2:

Locals

b
l-1
l-2

Figure 6: Flow graph and bytecode of class method retLong()

d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 d7

local 0 1 2
address ? ? ?
par. type Z J {

1
7

2 1 2
7 11 11

The rd gen[v] and rd kill[v] set for each v 2 V , where V = fv0 ; v1 ; v2 g, are derived from examination of the bytecode. Note that because the instruction at address 11 kills the (useless) de nition
that is formed by the instruction at 7, only d6 and d7 appear in the rd gen[v1 ].2 Eventually, the
following sets are computed:
rd kill[v]
rd in[v]
rd out[v]
v rd gen[v]
v0
;
;
fd1 ; d2 ; d3 g
fd1 ; d2 ; d3 g
v1 fd6 ; d7 g fd2 ; d3 ; d4 ; d5 g
fd1 ; d2 ; d3 g
fd1 ; d6 ; d7 g
;
;
fd1 ; d2 ; d3 ; d6 ; d7 g fd1 ; d2 ; d3 ; d6 ; d7 g
v2
Consider, as another small example, the following Java class method
and three local variables i, j, and k are used (cf. [1, p619]):

do-while-loop

reach()

in which a

static int reach() {
int i = 100, j = 200, k = 300;
do { i++; j--;
if (i > 10) k = 4; else i = 0;
} while (j > 5);
return k;
}

The bytecode and corresponding ow graph G = hV; E; v0 i, where V = fv0 ; : : : ; v5 g, for this
method are shown in Figure 7. Because the method descriptor `()I' of this class method indicates
that no parameters are passed to reach(), all de nitions in this fragment are formed by bytecode
instructions:
local
address

d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 d7
0
2

1 2 0 1 2 0
6 10 11 14 24 29

The rd gen[v] and rd kill[v] set for v 2 V are derived from examination of the bytecode. Subsequently, given the ow graph of Figure 7, the rd in[v] and rd out[v] sets are computed by the
iterative algorithm comp reaching defs() of Figure 5:
2 Consequently, although according to our de nition,
4 and 5 belong to the rd kill[ 1 ], we could equally well
omit these de nitions from this set because 4 and 5 cannot reach any other basic block.
d

d

d
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d

v

v0 bipush 100
istore_0
sipush 200
istore_1
sipush 300
istore_2
v1 iinc 0 1
iinc 1 -1
iload_0
bipush 10
if_icmple v5
v5 iconst_0
istore_0

v2 iconst_4
istore_2
goto v3

v3 iload_1
iconst_5
if_icmpgt v1

v4
iload_2
ireturn

*** method 0x08 reach()I 0->1
---------[ 0] 0: bipush 100
[ 1] 2: istore_0
[ 0] 3: sipush 200
[ 1] 6: istore_1
[ 0] 7: sipush 300
[ 1] 10: istore_2
---------[ 0] 11: iinc 0 1
[ 0] 14: iinc 1 -1
[ 0] 17: iload_0
[ 1] 18: bipush 10
[ 2] 20: if_icmple 28
---------[ 0] 23: iconst_4
[ 1] 24: istore_2
[ 0] 25: goto 30
---------[ 0] 28: iconst_0
[ 1] 29: istore_0
---------[ 0] 30: iload_1
[ 1] 31: iconst_5
[ 2] 32: if_icmpgt 11
---------[ 0] 35: iload_2
[ 1] 36: ireturn
----------

0:
1:
2:

Locals

i
j
k

Figure 7: Flow graph and bytecode of class method reach()
rd kill[v]
rd in[v]
rd out[v]
v rd gen[v]
v0 fd1 ; d2 ; d3 g fd4 ; d5 ; d6 ; d7 g
;
fd1 ; d2 ; d3 g
v1 fd4 ; d5 g
fd1 ; d2 ; d7 g fd1 ; d2 ; d3 ; d4 ; d5 ; d6 ; d7 g fd3 ; d4 ; d5 ; d6 g
v2
fd6 g
fd3 g
fd3 ; d4 ; d5 ; d6 g
fd4 ; d5 ; d6 g
v3
;
;
fd3 ; d4 ; d5 ; d6 ; d7 g
fd3 ; d4 ; d5 ; d6 ; d7 g
v4
;
;
fd3 ; d4 ; d5 ; d6 ; d7 g
fd3 ; d4 ; d5 ; d6 ; d7 g
v5
fd7 g
fd1 ; d4 g
fd3 ; d4 ; d5 ; d6 g
fd3 ; d5 ; d6 ; d7 g

2.5 UD-Chains and DU-Chains of Local Variables

A bytecode instruction that reads the value of a local variable forms a use of that local. Hence,
the instructions istore <l>, istore, iinc, fstore <l>, fstore, astore <l>, and astore form
uses of a single local de ned either implicitly in the opcode or explicitly in the next operand byte
(or two bytes if combined with a wide instruction). Similarly, instructions dstore <l>, dstore,
lstore <l>, and lstore e ectively form uses of two locals. At implementation level, each use in a
particular method may be represented by two words: the address of the using instruction and the
o set of the used local.
In a ud-chain (use/de nition-chain), each use u has an associated set UD(u) consisting of all
de nitions that reach that use. Given the global reaching de nitions information of the previous
section, it is straightforward to construct local reaching de nitions information (i.e. for each individual instruction) and, hence, ud-chains [1, ch10]. Starting with the initial set rd in[v] of a basic
block v 2 V , we step through the instructions of this basic block in order. At each instruction i, we
rst associate de nitions in the current set with all corresponding uses formed by i. Subsequently,
we delete all de nitions that are killed by i, add all de nitions generated by i, and continue with
the next instruction.
Likewise, in a du-chain (de nition/use-chain), each de nition d has an associated set DU(d)
consisting of all uses that are reached by this particular de nition. Although the problem of nding
du-chains can be formulated as another data ow problem (see e.g. [1, p632-633]), we can also use
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the following obvious property to construct du-chains from ud-chains:

u 2 DU(d) , d 2 UD(u)

(2)
If DU(d) = ;, then de nition d does not reach any use, and the corresponding instruction in
the bytecode can be eliminated as dead code [1, ch9,10]. Likewise, if UD(u) = ;, an uninitialized
variable is referenced, which indicates a programming error in the bytecode.
For example, in method retLong() of the previous section, there are e ectively three uses:
local
address

u1 u2 u3

0 1 2
0 12 12

Since there are no killing de nitions prior to these uses in the same basic block, the ud-chains
can be directly constructed from the set rd in[v] computed in the previous section:

u

u1

u2

u3

UD(u) fd1 g fd2 ; d6 g fd3 ; d7 g
Subsequently, property (2) can be used to construct the du-chain for this method:

d

d1

d2

d3

DU(d) fu1g fu2g fu3 g

d4 d5

;

d6

d7

; fu2g fu3 g

Because the JVM speci cations does not allow operations on the individual words of long or
data items, de nition- and use-pairs of such locals (like u2 , u3 and d2 , d3 ) are always
associated with each other in a pair-wise fashion.
double

2.6 Stack Sizes

As stated earlier, the frame that is allocated on a method invocation also consists of a xed-size
operand stack. Using this stack, however, slightly di ers from using stacks in more traditional stackbased architectures: the JVM speci cation requires that for each bytecode instruction, the operand
stack contains the same number of words prior to the execution of this instruction, regardless of
the execution path taken to reach the instruction [26, ch4].
Consider, for example, the following Java method:
static int myMethod(int n) {
int i, acc = 0;
for (i = 1; i <= n; i++) acc += i;
return acc;
}

The left fragment shown below presents an assembler representation of the bytecode that is
generated by the Java compiler for this method. Here we see that the stack contains the same
number of words prior to executing each individual bytecode instruction. The right fragment shown
below presents an alternative hand-written bytecode assembler implementation for this method.
Here, rst all values of i are pushed on the stack in one loop. Subsequently, these values are added
using a second loop. Although this implementation could be used on a traditional stack-based
architecture, this fragment is invalid for the JVM because the number of words residing on the
stack prior to executing the instruction at label Test1, for example, is not a xed constant:
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v
i 2 Instr(v)

procedure comp_sp( , sp) {
foreach
in order {
if ( .sp =
) { // first visit

i

?

i.sp

:= sp;

// record for instruction

i
i

pre := sp_pre( );
pos := sp_pos( );
if (sp < pre)
report("stack underflow");
sp += (pos - pre);

// update stack pointer

if (sp > max_stack)
report("stack overflow");

}
else { // subsequent visit
if ( .sp != sp)
report("inconsistent stack size");
else
return;
}

i

}

s

}

s 2 Succ(v)
s
s

foreach
if ( is an exception handler for ) then
comp_sp( , 1); // single exception reference on stack
else
comp_sp( , sp);

v

Figure 8: Computing stack usage
-generated bytecode:

javac

iconst_0
istore_2
;
iconst_1
istore_1
;
goto Test
Loop: iload_2
iload_1
iadd
;
istore_2
iinc 1 1
;
Test: iload_1
iload_0
if_icmple Loop ;
iload_2
ireturn
;

hand-written bytecode (invalid for JVM):

acc = 0
i = 1

acc += i

Loop1:
Test1:

i++

if (i <= n) goto Loop

Loop2:

return acc

Test2:

iconst_0
iconst_1
istore_1
goto Test1
iload_1
iinc 1 1
iload_1
iload_0
if_icmple Loop1
iconst_1
istore_1
goto Test2
iadd
iinc 1 1
iload_1
iload_0
if_icmple Loop2
ireturn

; push 0
; i = 1
; push i
; i++

; if (i <= n) goto Loop1
; i = 1

; i++

; if (i <= n) goto Loop2

The number of words residing on the operand stack prior to executing each instruction in a
method with ow graph G = hV; E; v0 i is easily determined by invoking the algorithm shown in
Figure 8 as comp sp(v0 ; 0). Here, set Instr(v) denotes all the bytecode instructions in a basic block
v 2 V and Succ(v) = fs 2 V j (v; s) 2 E g.
Function sp pre(i) yields the number of words popped from the operand stack by i. For
most instructions, this number is xed, whereas for putfield, putstatic, invoke<kind>, and
multianewarray, this number can be determined from the bytecode context (i.e. a eld or method
descriptor in the constant pool, or an operand of the opcode [26]). Likewise, sp post(i) yields the
number of words that are pushed back on the operand stack by i. This number is usually xed,
or can be determined from the bytecode context for the instructions getfield, getstatic, and
invoke<kind> (for invocations, sp post(i), in fact, yields the number of words that are pushed
back onto the stack by the corresponding <T>return instruction in the callee).
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v0 iconst_1
istore_1
goto v1

v1 iload_0
iconst_1
if_icmpgt v3

v2
iload_1
ireturn

v3 iload_1
iload_0
iinc 0 -1
imul
istore_1

*** method 0x08 iterativeFac(I)I 1->1
---------[ 0] 0: iconst_1
[ 1] 1: istore_1
[ 0] 2: goto 12
---------[ 0] 5: iload_1
[ 1] 6: iload_0
[ 2] 7: iinc 0 -1
[ 2] 10: imul
[ 1] 11: istore_1
---------[ 0] 12: iload_0
[ 1] 13: iconst_1
[ 2] 14: if_icmpgt 5
---------[ 0] 17: iload_1
[ 1] 18: ireturn
----------

0:
1:

Locals

n
fac

Figure 9: Flow graph and bytecode of class method iterativeFac()
For each instruction i in a basic block, an associated attribute i.sp is used to store the operand
stack size in words prior to executing the instruction. This attribute is initialized to the value `?',
so that the algorithm can test whether the instruction is visited for the rst time.
During the rst visit, the current stack size is stored in i.sp, and the e ects of executing i on
the stack size are determined. In addition, a test for stack under ow or over ow are performed,
where we assume that max stack denotes the maximum number of words that may reside on the
operand stack size for the current method. After all instructions in a basic block v 2 V have been
handled successfully, the algorithm is applied recursively to all successors s 2 Succ(v) with either
the current stack size, or stack size 1 in case s is an exception handler for v (i.e. edge (v; s) 2 E is
only taken if the last instruction in v throws an exception).
On the other hand, if an instruction already has been visited, we simply compare the current
stack size with the previously recorded stack size. If these sizes are consistent, further processing
of the basic block is terminated, while an error is reported otherwise.
Consider, for instance, the following Java class method iterativeFac() that computes the
factorial of parameter n:
static int iterativeFac(int n) {
int fac = 1;
while (n > 1)
fac *= (n--);
return fac;
}

In Figure 9, the bytecode and corresponding ow graph G = hV; E; v0 i for this method are
shown. The number of words that reside on the stack prior to executing each instruction are
summarized in between square brackets before each instruction. Initially, in basic block v0 , zero
words reside on the stack. After iconst 1 has been executed, 1 word resides on the stack, which
is popped again by istore 1. Hence, the stack is empty on entry of basic block v1 . Because on
exit of v1 , the stack is empty again, basic blocks v2 and v3 are visited with an initial empty stack.
Basic block v3 as a whole also leaves the stack empty. Following the edge from v3 to v1 , we see that
the latter basic block already has been visited, and that the current stack size is consistent with a
previously computed size. Finally, v2 is visited, which returns a single integer that is loaded on the
stack.
Consider, as another example, a recursive version recLongFac() of the previous method with a
long parameter that appears in the following class Fac:
class Fac {
static long recLongFac(long n) {
return (n > 1) ? recLongFac(n-1) * n : 1;
}
}
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v0 lload_0
lconst_1
lcmp
ifle v4
v4 lconst_1 v1 lload_0
lconst_1
lreturn
lsub
v2 invokestatic
Fac.recLongFac(J)J
v3 lload_0
lmul
lreturn

(*)

*** method 0x08 recLongFac(J)J 2->2
---------[ 0] 0: lload_0
[ 2] 1: lconst_1
[ 4] 2: lcmp
[ 1] 3: ifle 15
---------[ 0] 6: lload_0
[ 2] 7: lconst_1
[ 4] 8: lsub
---------*[ 2] 9: invokestatic Fac.recLongFac (J)J
---------[ 2] 12: lload_0
[ 4] 13: lmul
[ 2] 14: lreturn
---------[ 0] 15: lconst_1
[ 2] 16: lreturn
----------

0:

Locals

n

Figure 10: Flow graph and bytecode of class method recLongFac()
Stack size information for the corresponding byte code is summarized in Figure 10. In this
case, the method descriptor `(J)J' is used to determine that invokestatic takes 2 words from
the stack and that 2 words reside on the stack upon completion of this instruction (i.e. after the
corresponding lreturn has been executed).

2.7 Partial Stack States

In order to provide the compiler with more opportunities for bytecode transformations, it is desirable to have some compile-time information about the actual contents of the operand stack prior
to executing each individual instruction. In this section, we present our approach to the problem of
computing stack state information as a forward, all-paths (must) data- ow problem. To keep analysis time limited, we will trace stack states partially, namely only with respect to some constants,
locals, and array references.
Given a bytecode method where the maximum number of words on the operand stack is k, we
de ne the stack state s as a k-tuple of the following form, where c denotes an integer literal, D is
a set of de nitions, and a is an address of a bytecode instruction:

8
>
>
<>
(c; D)
s = hs0 ; : : : ; sk,1 i where sj = > exp
ref
(
a)
>
:
?
Here, sj = >, sj = exp(c; D), sj = ref (a), and sj = ? denotes that that word j on the operand
stack is uninitialized, contains an addition of a constant c and a local de ned by a de nition d 2 D,
an array reference generated by an instruction at address a, or an unknown or `irrelevant' value,

respectively.3 In particular, under the assumption that no local is used before de ned [26, ch8], we
let exp(c; D) represent a single constant for D = ;, which will be denoted as con(c), or a single
local de ned by a d 2 D for c = 0, which will be denoted as var(D).
We de ne a component-wise meet operation s ^ s 0 = hs0 ^ s00 ; : : : ; sk,1 ^ s0k,1 i, where sj ^ s0j is
de ned by the following table and condition  as (c = c0 ) ^ [(D [ D0 = ;) _ (D 6= ; ^ D0 6= ;)]:
3

In a more advanced scheme, we could also record sets of constants and addresses .
c
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a

sj ^ s0j
s0j = >
s0j = exp(c0 ; D0 )
s0j = ref (a0 )
s0j = ?
sj = >
>
exp(c0 ; D0)
ref (a0)
?
0
sj = exp(c; D) exp(c; D)  ? exp(c; D [ D ) : ?
?
?
sj = ref (a)
ref (a)
?
(a = a0 ) ? ref (a) : ?
?
sj = ?
?
?
?
?
For a method with ow graph G = hV; E; v0 i and maximum stack size k, we rst compute
the stack state modi cation s mod[v] for each basic block by invoking the algorithm shown in
Figure 11 as comp mod tup(v) for each v 2 V . In this method, we record the e ects on the stack

state for a subset of bytecode instructions, and simply set all a ected stack words to `?' for the
other instructions. In the branch that implements a simple form of constant folding [1, ch10],
operator Ci performs the appropriate operation on stack state in case the result of the operation
can be expressed as a new stack state component. Here, we use one of the following constant folding
rules (recall that exp(c; ;) = con(c) and exp(0; D) = var(D)), or set the resulting component to
`?' if none of these rules is applicable:
exp(c; D) + con(c0)
= exp(c + c0 ; D)
0
0
con(c) + exp(c ; D ) = exp(c + c0 ; D0)
exp(c; D) , con(c0)
= exp(c , c0 ; D)
0
con(c)  con(c )
= con(c  c0 )
, con(c)
= con(,c0 )
Finally, we de ne the operation (s; s 0 ) to model the e ects of a whole basic block as follows:
 0
(s; s 0 ) = h (s ; s0 ); : : : ; (s ; s0 ) i where (s ; s0 ) = sj if sj = >
0 0

k,1 k,1

j j

sj otherwise

Now, global stack state information can be found by solving the following data ow equations
for sets s in[v] and s out[v] over all v 2 V :

V s out[p]
8 s in[v] =
>
<
p2Pred(v)
>
: s out[v] = (s mod[v]; s in[v])

(3)

The iterative algorithm comp stack states() shown in Figure 12 is used to solve these data
ow equations. Eventually, the global stack state information computed by this algorithm can be
converted into local stack state information (i.e. stack state information for a particular instruction)
by applying an algorithm that is similar to the method of Figure 11 to the derived s in[v] tuple up
to the instruction in a basic block v 2 V for which the stack state information is desired.
Consider the following Java class method init() that initializes the rst n elements of a onedimensional oat array a with either the value 1.0f of 2.0f, as indicated by a one-dimensional
boolean array b:
static void init(float[] a, boolean b[], int n) {
for (int i = 0; i < n; i++)
a[i] = (b[i]) ? 1.0f : 2.0f;
}

In Figure 13, we present the bytecode for this method, as well as the corresponding ow graph

G = hV; E; v0 i. Method descriptor `([F[ZI)V' indicates that three de nitions d1 d2 , and d3 arise
from invoking this method. The other de nitions are formed by instructions at addresses 1 and 19:
local
address
loc. par

d1 d2 d3 d4 d5
0

1

2

[F

[Z

I

? ? ?
18

3 3
1 19

v
hs0 ; : : : ; s ,1 i = h>; : : : ; >i;
foreach i 2 Instr(v ) in order {
sp
:= i.sp;
minsp := sp
- sp_pre(i);
newsp := minsp + sp_pos(i);
if i 2 f iconst <c>, bipush c, sipush c, ldc c, ldc w c g {
ssp := con(c);
}
else if i 2 f iload <l>, iload l, aload <l>, aload l g {
let u denote this use of local l;
ssp := var(UD(u));
// note that UD(u) 6= ;
}
else if i 2 f aaload, anewarray, newarray, multianewarray g
let a denote address of i;
for j := minsp to max(newsp, sp) - 1
sj := ?;
snewsp,1 := ref(a);
}
else if i 2 f dup, dup<kind>, swap g {
modify s accordingly;
}
else if i 2 f iadd, isub, imul, ineg g {
for j := minsp to max(newsp, sp) - 1
sj := ?;
// constant folding
snewsp,1 := C (s);

procedure comp_mod_tup( ) {
k

{

i

}
else {
for j := minsp to max(newsp, sp) - 1
;
j :=
}

?

s

}

}

[v]

s_mod

:=

hs0 ; : : : ; s ,1 i;
k

Figure 11: Computing stack state modi cation
Because v0 2 V pushes and pops an integer 0 on an initially empty stack, for example, we have
s mod[v0 ] = h?; >; >; >i (because sp=0 after v0 , the ? means that the rst word on the stack is
killed). As another example, because v8 pushes a oating point constant on a stack that already
contains two words, we have s mod[v8 ] = h>; >; ?; >i (because sp=3 after v8 , the ? now means that
something `irrelevant' resides in the third stack word). After all stack state modi cation tuples have
been computed, the algorithm of Figure 12 is used to determine the global stack state information.
The resulting tuples are shown below.
For example, s in[v6 ] = hvar(fd1 g); var(fd4 ; d5 g); ?; ?i denotes that prior to execution of v6 ,
two locals reside on operand stack. The rst local is reached by d1 only, while the second local is
reached by de nitions d4 and d5 .
v
v0
v1
v2
v3
v4
v5
v6
v7
v8

s mod[ ]

s in[ ]

v

h? > > >i
h? ? > >i
h> > > >i
hvar(f 1 g) var(f 4 5 g) ? ?i
h> > ? >i
h> > ? >i
h? ? ? >i
h> > > >i
h> > ? >i
d

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

d ;d

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

s out[ ]

v

hvar(f
hvar(f
hvar(f
hvar(f

h> > > >i
h? ? ? ?i
h? ? ? ?i
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procedure comp_stack_states() {
foreach
s_out
:= s_mod

v2V

[v ]

[v]

do {
busy := false;
foreach
{

v2V

[v ]

s_in

:=

V

[p];

s_out

2Pred(v)
O := (s_mod[v];s_in[v]);
if (s_out[v ] 6= O ) {
busy := true;
s_out[v ] := O ;

// yields

h>; : : : ; >i

(v) = ;

if Pred

p

}

}
}
} while (busy);

Figure 12: Computing partial stack states

2.8 Copy and Constant Propagation

Local stack state information can frequently be made slightly more accurate by using the following
bytecode variants of copy and constant propagation [1, 3, 15, 35, 46, 47] on stack states. Under
the assumption that no local is used before de ned [26, ch8], the following replacements can be
applied repetitively to the stack states associated with all instructions of a bytecode method.
Given an instruction i and an arbitrary component sj = exp(c; D) of the stack state s associated
with this instruction, then:

 If c = 0 and for a xed address a0 , each d 2 D is formed by a store instruction i0 with ref (a0 )
on top of the stack state s 0 associated with i', then we may replace sj by ref(a0 ).
 If for a xed c0 and D0 , each d 2 D is formed by a store instruction i0 with exp(c0 ; D0 ) on top
of the stack state s 0 associated with i', then we may replace sj by exp(c + c0 ; D0 ).
After the last replacement, it may be useful to further propagate this more accurate stack state
information to determine whether any subsequent constant folding now becomes applicable (in our
prototype, this is only done locally, i.e. within the same basic block).
The bytecode and ow graph G = hV; E; v0 i, where V = fv0 ; v1 ; v2 ; v3 g, of the following Java
class method copy(), for example, are shown in Figure 14:
static int copy(boolean b) {
int i = 1, j = i, k = j;
return ((b) ? j : k) + 1;
}

In the bytecode, the following de nitions of locals can be distinguished. De nition d1 arises
from passing the boolean parameter b to this method, as indicated by method descriptor `(Z)I':

d1 d2 d3 d4

local 0
address ?
par. type Z

1
1

2
3

3
5

First, the stack state modi cation tuple s mod[v] is computed for each v 2 V . For example,
because instruction iload 3 in v3 2 V loads local 3 on an initially empty stack and UD(u) = fd4 g
for this use u (viz. rd in[v3 ] = fd1 ; d2 ; d3 ; d4 g), we have s mod[v3 ] = hvar(fd4 g); >i.
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*** method 0x08 init([F[ZI)V 3->0
---------[ 0] 0: iconst_0
[ 1] 1: istore_3
[ 0] 2: goto 22
---------[ 0] 5: aload_0
[ 1] 6: iload_3
[ 2] 7: aload_1
[ 3] 8: iload_3
*[ 4] 9: baload
---------[ 3] 10: ifeq 17
---------[ 2] 13: fconst_1
[ 3] 14: goto 18
---------[ 2] 17: fconst_2
---------*[ 3] 18: fastore
---------[ 0] 19: iinc 3 1
---------[ 0] 22: iload_3
[ 1] 23: iload_2
[ 2] 24: if_icmplt 5
---------[ 0] 27: return
----------

v0 iconst_0
store_3
goto v1
v1 iload_3
iload_2
if_icmplt v3
v3 aload_0
iload_3
aload_1
iload_3
baload

v2
return

(*)

v4 ifeq v8
v8 fconst_2

v5 fconst_1
goto v6

v6 fastore

(*)

v7 iinc 3 1

0:
1:
2:
3:

Locals
a
b
n
i

Figure 13: Flow graph and bytecode of class method init()
All other stack state modi cations tuples are computed in a similar way. Subsequently, the
algorithm of Figure 12 yields the following global stack state information:
v
v0
v1
v2
v3

s mod[ ]

s in[ ]

s out[ ]

;

;

;

v

v

v

h? >i
h> >i
h? >i
hvar(f 3 g) >i
h? >i
hvar(f 3 g) >i
h? ?i
hvar(f 3 4 g) >i
h? ?i
hvar(f 4 g) >i
h? >i
hvar(f 4 g) >i
d

;

;

;

d

d ;d

;

d

;

;

;

;

d

;

This global stack state information can be converted into local stack state information by using
an algorithm similar to algorithm comp mod tup() of Figure 11 to convert s in[v] into the stack state
for every individual instruction of a basic block v 2 V . The resulting local stack state information
is shown in the following table, where the stack state prior to executing an instruction is associated
with this instruction. Moreover, the improved local stack state information after applying copy and
constant propagation are shown:
code

d1: *** method 0x08 copy(Z)I 1->1
---------[ 0] 0: iconst_1
d2: [ 1] 1: istore_1
[ 0] 2: iload_1
d3: [ 1] 3: istore_2
[ 0] 4: iload_2
d4: [ 1] 5: istore_3
[ 0] 6: iload_0
[ 1] 7: ifeq 14
---------[ 0] 10: iload_2
[ 1] 11: goto 15
---------[ 0] 14: iload_3
--------[ 1] 15: iconst_1
[ 2] 16: iadd
[ 1] 17: ireturn

original stack states

h>; >i
hcon(1); >i
h?; >i
hvar(fd2 g); >i
h?; >i
hvar(fd3 g); >i
h?; >i
hvar(fd1 g); >i
h?; >i
hvar(fd3 g); >i
h?; >i
hvar(fd3 ; d4 g); >i
hvar(fd3 ; d4 g); con(1)i
hexp(1; fd3 ; d4 g); ?i
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improved stack states

hcon(1); >i
hcon(1); >i
hcon(1); >i
hcon(1); >i
hcon(1); con(1)i
hcon(2); ?i

v0 iconst_1
istore_1
iload_1
istore_2
istore_3
iload_0
ifeq v3
v1
iload_2
v3 iload_3
goto v2
v2 iconst_1
iadd
ireturn

*** method 0x08 copy(Z)I 1->1
---------[ 0] 0: iconst_1
[ 1] 1: istore_1
[ 0] 2: iload_1
[ 1] 3: istore_2
[ 0] 4: iload_2
[ 1] 5: istore_3
[ 0] 6: iload_0
[ 1] 7: ifeq 14
---------[ 0] 10: iload_2
[ 1] 11: goto 15
---------[ 0] 14: iload_3
---------[ 1] 15: iconst_1
[ 2] 16: iadd
[ 1] 17: ireturn
----------

0:
1:
2:
3:

Locals
b
i
j
k

Figure 14: Flow graph and bytecode of class method copy()
For example, let i denote the instruction at address 5 with associated stack state hvar(fd3 g); >i,
where the only de nition d3 is formed by instruction i0 at address 3. Since i0 denotes istore 2 with
var(fd2 g) on top of the stack state (viz. sp=1 holds prior to executing i0), we may replace component
var(fd3 g) with var(fd2 g). This corresponds to propagating copy `j=i' in statement `k=j' into
`k=i'. Subsequently, the component may be replaced by con(1), because the only de nition d2 is
formed by a store instruction with the constant 1 on top of the operand stack. Alternatively, if
copy propagation is rst applied to the instruction at 3, then copy propagation becomes directly
applicable to the original component var(fd3 g) of the stack state associated with the instruction
at 5. As another example, component exp(1; fd3 ; d4 g) of the ireturn instruction at address 17
may be replaced by con(2) after constant propagation has been applied to both the de nitions d3
and d4 . Anyway, independent of the order in the replacements are done, eventually the improved
stack state information shown above results.
In this case, the replacements of this section directly reveal that this method always returns
the constant 2, because one of the constant folding rules of Section 2.7 could combine components
var(fd3 ; d4 g) and con(1) into an another component exp(1; fd3; d4g) for the iadd instruction. For
an imul instruction, however, it would be useful to propagate the improved stack state locally, in
order to apply a constant folding rule that was not formerly applicable:
code
[ 1] 15:
[ 2] 16:
[ 1] 17:

...
iconst_1
imul
ireturn

original stack states
hvar(fd3 ; d4 g); >i
hvar(fd3 ; d4 g); con(1)i

h?; ?i

locally propagated
improved stack states
hcon(1); >i
hcon(1); con(1)i

h?; ?i

2.9 Array Reference Chasing

constant folding

hcon(1); ?i

After partial stack states have been computed for a method, and after copy and constant propagation
have been accounted for, the compiler can use this information to partially trace the usage of arrays
in a bytecode program.
First, each var(fdg) component, where the single de nition d is formed by an m-dimensional
array parameter in local l, is replaced by a new component apar(l; m) (the number of leading
`[' characters in an individual parameter descriptor in a method descriptor de nes the number of
dimensions for each array parameter [26, ch4]). Subsequently, the compiler attempts to chase each
ref(a) component in the local stack state information back to the corresponding parameters or
declarations using algorithm chase array refs() of Figure 15. If p  n holds at the end of a chase
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r; p
p<n

function chase(
) returns state {
if ( = apar
) {
return (
) ? apar
:
;
}
else if ( = adecl
) {
return (
) ? adecl
:
;
}
else if ( = ref
) {
let
denote instruction at ;
switch( ) {
case aaload:
denote stack state associated with
let
return chase( isp 2
);
case anewarray:
case newarray:
case multianewarray:
let
denote dimension defined by ;
return (
) ? adecl
:
;
}
}
return
;
}

r

procedure chase_array_refs() {
foreach
{
foreach
{
let
denote stack state associated with
for j := 0, k-1
if ( j
ref )
j := chase( j , 0);
}
}
}

s

v2V
i 2 Instr(v)
s

s =

(l; n)

r

(a; n)

p<n

i;

r
i

i

(a)

s

(l; n , p)

(a)

s

n

(a; n , p)

?

?

a

s , ;p + 1

p<n

(a; n , p)

i;

i

?

?

Figure 15: Array reference chasing
in this algorithm, we cannot fully chase the e ects of aaload instructions, and the corresponding
component is replaced by a `?' in the stack state. Likewise, `?' results if the chase fails due to lack
of more accurate stack state information. In all other cases, sj = apar(l; n) or sj = adecl(a; n)
indicates that word j of the operands stack contains a reference to the last n-dimensions of some
m-dimensional array (n  m) that is de ned by either the parameter in the lth local of the method,
or the instruction at address a, respectively.
Consider the following Java instance method decl() in a class `Decl' that is a subclass of the
class `java.lang.Thread':
class Decl extends Thread {
Thread[] decl(Thread[][] t) {
Thread[] nt = new Thread[2];
nt[0] = this;
nt[1] = t[0][0];
return nt;
}
}

The bytecode, corresponding ow graph G = hV; E; v0 i, and local variables usage are shown in
Figure 16. Because decl() is an instance method, the rst de nition d1 arises from passing reference
this of type t1 =`LDecl;' to the method (here we assume that the class declaration appears in the
default package). Furthermore, the method descriptor of decl() indicates that there is another twodimensional array parameter that gives rise to de nition d2 of type t2 =`[[Ljava/lang/Thread;'.
Finally, a de nition is formed by the bytecode instruction at address 4:

d1 d2 d3

local 0 1 2
address ? ? 4
par. type t1 t2
Below, we show the stack states associated with each bytecode instruction after copy and constant propagation (initial stack states) and after array reference chasing (chased stack states). For
example, the component ref(1) associated with the store at address 4 is replaced by adecl(1; 1) to
indicate that this instruction e ectively stores a reference to the whole one-dimensional array dened by the anewarray at address 1. Likewise, each var(fd2 g) component is replaced by apar(1; 2),
indicating a reference to the two-dimensional array passed as parameter into local 1. The aaload
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v0 iconst_2
anewarray
java.lang.Thread
v1 astore_2
aload_2
iconst_0
aload_0
aastore

(*)

v2 aload_2
iconst_1
aload_1
iconst_0
aaload

(*)

v3 iconst_0
aaload

(*)

v4 aastore

(*)

v5 aload_2
areturn

(*)

*** method 0x00 decl([[Ljava/lang/Thread;)
[Ljava/lang/Thread; 2->1
---------[ 0] 0: iconst_2
*[ 1] 1: anewarray java.lang.Thread
---------[ 1] 4: astore_2
[ 0] 5: aload_2
[ 1] 6: iconst_0
[ 2] 7: aload_0
*[ 3] 8: aastore
---------[ 0] 9: aload_2
[ 1] 10: iconst_1
[ 2] 11: aload_1
[ 3] 12: iconst_0
*[ 4] 13: aaload
---------[ 3] 14: iconst_0
*[ 4] 15: aaload
---------*[ 3] 16: aastore
---------[ 0] 17: aload_2
[ 1] 18: areturn
----------

0:
1:
2:

Locals

this
t
nt

Figure 16: Flow graph and bytecode of instance method decl()
instruction at address 13 e ectively converts this reference into apar(1; 1), i.e. a reference to the
last dimension of this array. Finally, note that the component ref (15) associated with the aastore
at address 16 becomes a `?' after it has been chased back to the aaload at 15:
code

d1,2:*** method 0x00 decl...
---------[ 0] 0: iconst_2
*[ 1] 1: anewarray ...
---------d3: [ 1] 4: astore_2
[ 0] 5: aload_2
[ 1] 6: iconst_0
[ 2] 7: aload_0
*[ 3] 8: aastore
---------[ 0] 9: aload_2
[ 1] 10: iconst_1
[ 2] 11: aload_1
[ 3] 12: iconst_0
*[ 4] 13: aaload
---------[ 3] 14: iconst_0
*[ 4] 15: aaload
---------*[ 3] 16: aastore
---------[ 0] 17: aload_2
[ 1] 18: areturn

initial stack states

chased stack states

h>; >; >; >i
hcon(2); >; >; >i
href (1); >; >; >i
h?; >; >; >i
href (1); >; >; >i
href (1); con(0); >; >i
href (1); con(0); var(fd1 g); >i
h?; ?; ?; >i
href (1); ?; ?; >i
href (1); con(1); ?; >i
href (1); con(1); var(fd2 g); >i
href (1); con(1); var(fd2 g); con(0)i
href (1); con(1); ref (13); ?i
href (1); con(1); ref (13); con(0)i
href (1); con(1); ref (15); ?i
h?; ?; ?; ?i
href (1); ?; ?; ?i
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hadecl(1; 1); >; >; >i
hadecl(1; 1); >; >; >i
hadecl(1; 1); con(0); >; >i
hadecl(1; 1); con(0); var(fd1 g); >i
hadecl(1; 1); ?; ?; >i
hadecl(1; 1); con(1); ?; >i
hadecl(1; 1); con(1); apar(1; 2); >i
hadecl(1; 1); con(1); apar(1; 2); con(0)i
hadecl(1; 1); con(1); apar(1; 1); ?i
hadecl(1; 1); con(1); apar(1; 1); con(0)i
hadecl(1; 1); con(1); ?; ?i
hadecl(1; 1); ?; ?; ?i

3 Bytecode Parallelization
After the bytecode of a method has been analyzed, all natural loops are examined by the compiler to
automatically detect and exploit implicit parallelism in these loops. In this section, we rst de ne a
simple form of natural loop: trivial loops. Thereafter, we discuss how implicit parallelism in trivial
loops can be automatically detected and exploited. Rather than using advanced data dependence
analysis (see e.g. [2, 5, 8, 23, 25, 30, 31, 33, 34, 36, 37, 39, 38, 45, 46, 47]), our prototype relies on
simple, but generally also less expensive data dependence tests to automatically determine whether
the di erent iterations of a natural loop are independent and, hence, can be executed in parallel.

3.1 Trivial Loops

Given a ow graph G = hV; E; v0 i, we call a natural loop L  V de ned by a back-edge (g; h) 2 E
a trivial loop with a local i as loop index, if the following constraints are satis ed:

 There is exactly one normal loop-exit (h; e) 2 E . Examination of the bytecode and local

stack state information reveals that this loop-exit is a conditional branch that compares index
i with a stack component exp(c; D), where no instruction in a basic block v 2 L forms a
de nition d 2 D.
 The last (non-branching) instruction in basic block v consists of `iinc i p', where p > 0,
and this instruction forms the only de nition of i in the loop. Furthermore, there is only one
de nition d 2 rd in[h] of this index i, and this de nition (of the lower bound) is formed by a
store instruction.

Conceptually, a trivial loop consists of any positive stride for- or while-like construct with a
single reaching de nition of the lower bound and a loop-invariant upper bound. If the loop-body
is not executed for the upper bound, then this upper bound is called strict. Otherwise, the upper
bound is called non-strict. Conventional loop transformations, such as loop-normalization [47, p174177], either at bytecode level, or already at source code level, could be used to increase the number
of trivial loops in a program.
Consider, for example, the following two bytecode assembler fragments, where we assume that
local 0 contains a reference to a one-dimensional oat array a:
Loop:

Test:

iconst_0
istore_1
goto Test
aload_0
iload_1
fconst_0
fastore
iinc 1 1
iload_2
iload_1
if_icmpgt Loop
...

; i = 0

Test:

; a[i] = 0.0f
; i++

; if (n > i) goto Loop

Exit:

iconst_0
istore_1
iload_1
iload_2
if_icmpge Exit
aload_0
iload_1
fconst_0
fastore
iinc 1 1
goto Test
...

; i = 0;

; if (i >= n) goto Exit

; a[i] = 0.0f
; i++

In Figure 17, the ow graphs for these two fragments are shown. Examination of local stack state
information reveals that both if icmp<cond> instructions compare loop index i to a loop-invariant
variable n, and that both loops are exited conditionally as soon as i  n. Since for both loops,
the only outer-loop de nition of i that reaches the loop corresponds to a istore 1 of constant 0,
both loops are stride-1 trivial loops with a strict upper bound n. For comparing conditions `ge'
and `gt', respectively, the upper bounds would be non-strict. Obviously, loops with iload 2 and
iload 1 interchanged, and comparing conditions `lt' and `le', or `le' and `lt', respectively, would
form similar trivial loops with strict or non-strict upper bounds. Note that the looping construct
of the left fragment is typically generated by the javac compiler to reduce the number of overhead
instructions around the loop [26, ch7].
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v0 iconst_0
istore_1
goto v1

v0 iconst_0
istore_1

v1 iload_2
iload_1
if_icmpgt v3

v2
...

v1 iload_1
iload_2
if_icmpge v4
v4 ...

v3 aload_0
iload_1
fconst_0
fastore
v4 iinc 1 1

Normal
Loop-Exits

v2 aload_0
iload_1
fconst_0
fastore

(*)

(*)
Abnormal
Loop-Exits

v3 iinc 1 1
goto v1

Figure 17: Flow graphs of two trivial loops

3.2 Detection of Implicit Loop Parallelism

A trivial loop L  V in a method with ow graph G = hV; E; v0 i is a candidate for parallelization if
(i) the operand stack is empty on entry and exit of the loop, (ii) the loop-body does not contain a
invoke<kind>,4 putfield, or putstatic instruction, (iii) the compiler can ascertain that abnormal
loop-exits due to run-time exceptions will not be taken, and (iv) all iterations are independent. Since
(i) and (ii) are easily checked, in this section we focus on checking constraints (iii) and (iv).

3.2.1 Analysis of Exceptions

To ascertain that abnormal loop-exits due to run-time exceptions of a candidate parallel loop
cannot be taken at run-time, our prototype uses some simple rules to determine that particular
instructions that generally may throw run-time exceptions cannot do so within that loop. The
following instructions will not throw a linking or run-time exception if the listed constraints are
met: (a) idiv or irem, if a con(c) component, where c 6= 0, resides on top of the operand stack prior
to executing this instruction, (b) getfield, if a var(fdg) component resides on top of the operand
stack prior to executing the instruction, and d is due to passing this to an instance method, and
(c) <t>aload or <t>astore, if the instruction refers to a non-null array reference and the index
on the operand stack is within the bounds of this array (this veri cation is further discussed in
combination with data dependence analysis of arrays in Section 3.2.3).
For all other situations where an instruction that may throw a run-time exception (or a linking
exception in case preserving the exact handling semantics of these exceptions is also desired) occurs
in a candidate parallel loop, the prototype simply resorts to disabling parallelization of this loop.
Moreover, since parallelization of a loop is also be disabled in the presence of method invocations
(invoke<kind>) or eld modi cations (putstatic or putfield), checking whether all iterations
of a loop are independent consist of testing if loop-carried data dependences can be caused by the
usage of arrays and scalar locals.
Consider, for instance, the Java instance method shown below:
class Field {
double d = 3.0;
void add_field(double[] a, int n) {
for (int i = 0; i < n; i++)
a[i] += d;
}
}

4 In fact, this constraint can be slightly relaxed by allowing invocations of side-e ect free static methods such as
`java.lang.Math.cos()'.
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v0 iconst_0
istore_3
goto v1
v1 iload_3
iload_2
if_icmplt v3
v3 aload_1
iload_3
dup2
daload
v4 aload_0
getfield d
v5 dadd
dastore

v2
return

(*)

(*)

(*)

v6 iinc 3 1

*** method 0x00 add_field([DI)V 3->0
---------[ 0] 0: iconst_0
[ 1] 1: istore_3
[ 0] 2: goto 18
---------[ 0] 5: aload_1
[ 1] 6: iload_3
[ 2] 7: dup2
*[ 4] 8: daload
---------[ 4] 9: aload_0
*[ 5] 10: getfield Field.d D
---------[ 6] 13: dadd
*[ 4] 14: dastore
---------[ 0] 15: iinc 3 1
---------[ 0] 18: iload_3
[ 1] 19: iload_2
[ 2] 20: if_icmplt 5
---------[ 0] 23: return
----------

0:
1:
2:
3:

Locals

this
a
n
i

Figure 18: Flow graph and bytecode of instance method field()
The bytecode, corresponding ow graph G = hV; E; v0 i, and local variables usage are shown in
Figure 18. The following de nitions occur in this bytecode, where t =`LField;' holds:

d1 d2 d3 d4 d5

local 0 1 2 3 3
address ? ? ? 1 15
par. type t [D I
Local stack state information for instructions in the trivial loop L = fv1 ; v3 ; : : : ; v6 g is shown
below:
code

...
[ 0] 5: aload_1
[ 1] 6: iload_3
[ 2] 7: dup2
*[ 4] 8: daload
---------[ 4] 9: aload_0
*[ 5] 10: getfield d
---------[ 6] 13: dadd
*[ 4] 14: dastore
---------[ 0] 15: iinc 3 1
...

stack states

h?; ?; ?; ?; ?; ?i
hapar(1; 1); ?; ?; ?; ?; ?i
hapar(1; 1); var(fd4 ; d5 g); ?; ?; ?; ?i
hapar(1; 1); var(fd4 ; d5 g); apar(1; 1); var(fd4 ; d5 g); ?; ?i
hapar(1; 1); var(fd4 ; d5 g); ?; ?; ?; ?i
hapar(1; 1); var(fd4 ; d5 g); ?; ?; var(fd1 g); ?i
hapar(1; 1); var(fd4 ; d5 g; ?; ?; ?; ?i
hapar(1; 1); var(fd4 ; d5 g; ?; ?; ?; ?i
h?; ?; ?; ?; ?; ?i

Prior to executing instruction getfield, component var(fd1 g) resides on top of the operand
stack. Since this only de nition d1 is due to implicitly passing reference this to the instance method,
the loop-exit from getfield will not be taken. The abnormal loop-exits due to the instructions
daload at address 8 and dastore at address 14 will be analyzed using the method described in 3.2.3.

3.2.2 Analysis of Scalar Local Variables
The di erent iterations of a trivial loop L  V de ned by a back edge (g; h) 2 E can be executed

in parallel with respect to local scalars, if the following constraints are satis ed:
(I) For each instruction i in every v 2 L forming a use u of a local (other than the loop-index),
either:
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(a) for all d0 2 UD(u), d0 is formed by an instruction i0 in a basic block v0 2= L, or
(b) there exists a d0 2 UD(u) formed by an instruction i0 in a basic block v0 2 L, such that
either v0 2 Dom(v) for v 6= v0 , or i0 appears before i in basic block v0 = v.
(II) For each instruction in every v 2 L that forms a de nition d of a local (including the loopindex), there is no instruction in a basic block v0 2= L that forms a use u0 2 DU(d).
Constraint (I) states that every use of a local scalar must receive a value either from instructions
that appear outside the loop, or always from an instruction that is executed earlier in the same
iteration (note that because for all v 2 L, h 2 Dom(v) holds for the loop-entry h 2 L, v0 2 Dom(v)
for v 6= v0 implies that v0 is executed before v in each iteration). This provides a necessary (but not
sucient ) test to ensure that there are no loop-carried ow dependences caused by local scalars.
Loop-carried output and anti dependences caused by local scalars will be resolved in the parallel
loop by letting each thread operate on a separate set of locals. Constraint (II) states that all local
scalars de ned in the loop must be dead [1, ch10] on exit of the loop.
Consider, for instance, the following Java class method scalardep(), the corresponding bytecode and ow graph G = hV; E; v0 i of which are presented in Figure 19:
static int scalardep(boolean[] b, int[] a) {
int i, k = 5;
for (i = 0; i < 100; i++) {
if (b[i]) k = 2;
a[i] = k;
}
return k;
}

In the bytecode, there are the following de nitions of locals, where method descriptor `([Z[I)I'
indicates that d1 and d2 correspond to passing parameters b and a:

d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 d6

local 0 1 3 2 3 2
address ? ? 1 3 14 19
par. type [Z [I
Furthermore, the following uses of local variables can be distinguished:

u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 u6 u7 u8

local 0 2 1 2 3 2 2 3
address 7 8 15 16 17 19 22 28
Global reaching de nitions information is computed using the algorithm of Figure 5. The
resulting information for the basic blocks V = fv0 ; : : : ; v7 g is summarized in the following table,
where D = fd1 ; d2 ; d3 ; d4 ; d5 ; d6 g:
v rd gen[v] rd kill[v] rd in[v]
rd out[v]

fd5; d6 g fd1 ; d2 g fd1 ; d2 ; d3 ; d4 g
;
D
D
;
D
D
;
D
D
;
D
D
fd3 g
D
fd1 ; d2 ; d4 ; d5 ; d6 g
;
D
D
fd4 g
D
fd1 ; d2 ; d3 ; d5 ; d6 g
The di erent iterations of the trivial loop L = fv1 ; v3 ; : : : ; v7 g cannot be executed in parallel
with respect to its local scalars because de nition d5 in basic block v5 2 L reaches the use u5 in
v6 2 L and v5 2= Dom(v6 ) (thereby possibly causing a loop-carried ow-dependence). Moreover, the
same de nition d5 in v5 2 L reaches the use u8 in basic block v2 2= L (thereby causing a loop-exiting
v0
v1
v2
v3
v4
v5
v6
v7

fd3 ; d4 g
;
;
;
;
fd5 g
;
fd6 g

ow dependence).
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v0 iconst_5
istore_3
iconst_0
istore_2
goto v1
v1 iload_2
bipush 100
if_icmplt v3
v3 aload_0
iload_2
baload

v2
iload_3
ireturn

(*)

v4 ifeq v6
v5 iconst_2
istore_3
v6 aload_1
iload_2
iload_3
iastore

(*)

v7 iinc 2 1

*** method 0x08 scalardep([Z[I)I 2->1
---------[ 0] 0: iconst_5
[ 1] 1: istore_3
[ 0] 2: iconst_0
[ 1] 3: istore_2
[ 0] 4: goto 22
---------[ 0] 7: aload_0
[ 1] 8: iload_2
*[ 2] 9: baload
---------[ 1] 10: ifeq 15
---------[ 0] 13: iconst_2
[ 1] 14: istore_3
---------[ 0] 15: aload_1
[ 1] 16: iload_2
[ 2] 17: iload_3
*[ 3] 18: iastore
---------[ 0] 19: iinc 2 1
---------[ 0] 22: iload_2
[ 1] 23: bipush 100
[ 2] 25: if_icmplt 7
---------[ 0] 28: iload_3
[ 1] 29: ireturn
----------

0:
1:
2:
3:

Locals

b
a
i
k

Figure 19: Flow graph and bytecode of instance method scalardep()

3.2.3 Analysis of Arrays

As a nal step in the automatic detection of implicit parallelism, the compiler veri es if none of the
array instructions <t>aload and <t>astore in a candidate parallel loop give rise to loop-carried
data dependences or a transfer of control along abnormal loop-exits. For this purpose, the following
steps are taken for each candidate parallel loop L  V .
In order to record data dependences, an access tuple x = hx0 ; : : : ; xm,1 i is associated with each
m-dimensional array parameter and array declaration that occurs in the method of the candidate
parallel loop. Here, xj = >, xj = [l; u], or xj = ? means that with respect to the candidate parallel
loop with index i, the (j + 1)th dimension of the array is either not referenced, only referenced
by subscript expressions of the form `i + c' where c 2 [l; u], or referenced by arbitrary subscript
expressions, respectively. Before examination of a candidate parallel loop, all access tuples are
initialized to x = h>; : : : ; >i.
Given an arbitrary <t>aload or <t>astore instruction within the loop-body, let r and s denotes the components on the operand stack that correspond to the array reference and subscript
expression, respectively (for a <t>aload instruction, r and s are on top of the stack, whereas for
a <t>astore instruction, r and s reside below the data item to be stored). A lower bound and
strict upper bound for subscript expression s can be determined by invoking the auxiliary functions of Figure 20 as get lbnd(a; s) and get strict ubnd(a; s), where a denotes the address of
the <t>aload or <t>astore instruction under consideration. In these algorithms, we assume that
another auxiliary function get loop(a; D) yields either the trivial loop that contains the instruction at a and where the de nitions in D are formed by the store instruction of the lower bound
and increment instruction of the index of this loop (cf. Section 3.1), or the value `?' otherwise.
In the former case, constructs `lp.lbnd' and `lp.ubnd' are used to obtain the stack components
that correspond to the lower bound and strict upper bound, respectively. Construct `lp.strict'
denotes whether the upper bound of the trivial loop is strict.
These function can be used, for example, to determine that within the three trivial loops in the
bytecode equivalent of the following Java source code, a subscript expression `k+4' only takes values
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i; s
a; D
?
(c; D)
a
(c0 ; 0D0 )0
(c + c ; D )

function get_lbnd(
) returns state {
if (
exp
) {
lp := get_loop(
);
if (lp =
)
return exp
;
else {
lbnd = get_lbnd( , lp.lbnd);
if (lbnd = exp
)
return exp
;
}
}
return
;
}

s=

(c; D)

?

a;s

function get_strict_ubnd(
) returns state {
if (
exp
) {
lp := get_loop(
);
if (lp =
)
return exp
;
else {
ubnd := get_strict_ubnd( , lp.ubnd);
if (ubnd = exp
)
return (lp.strict) ? exp
: exp
}
}
return
;
}

s=

(c; D)

?

a; D
(c + 1; D )

a
(c0 ; D0 )

(c + c00 , 10 ; D0 )
(c + c ; D )

?

Figure 20: Subscript bounds computation
in the interval [9; 102) (viz. i 2 [1; 500); j 2 [4; 101); k 2 [5; 98)):
code

static void bound(int a[]) {
for (int i = 1; i < 500; i++)
for (int j = i+3; j <= 100; j++)
for (int k = j+1; k < j-2; k++)
a[k+4] = 1;
}

...
[ 0] 12: iload_2
[ 1] 13: iconst_1
d4: [ 2] 14: iadd
[ 1] 15: istore_3
[ 0] 16: goto 28
---------[ 0] 19: aload_0
[ 1] 20: iload_3
[ 2] 21: iconst_4
[ 3] 22: iadd
[ 2] 23: iconst_1
*[ 3] 24: iastore
---------d5: [ 0] 25: iinc 3 1
---------[ 0] 28: iload_3
[ 1] 29: iload_2
[ 2] 30: iconst_2
[ 3] 31: isub
[ 2] 32: if_icmplt 19
...

stack states

h?; ?; ?i
hvar(fd3 ; d6 g); ?; ?i
hvar(fd3 ; d6 g); con(1); ?i
hexp(1; fd3 ; d6 g); ?; ?i
h?; ?; ?i
h?; ?; ?i
hapar(0; 1); ?; ?i
hapar(0; 1); var(fd4 ; d5 g); ?i
hapar(0; 1); var(fd4 ; d5 g); con(4)i
hapar(0; 1); exp(4; fd4 ; d5 g); ?i
hapar(0; 1); exp(4; fd4 ; d5 g); con(1)i
h?; ?; ?i
h?; ?; ?i
hvar(fd4 ; d5 g); ?; ?i
hvar(fd4 ; d5 g); var(fd3 ; d6 g); ?i
hvar(fd4 ; d5 g); var(fd3 ; d6 g); con(2)i
hvar(fd4 ; d5 g); exp(,2; fd3 ; d6 g); ?i

Since the upper bound of the k-loop is strict, a strict upper bound of exp(4; fd4 ; d5 g) (viz.
`k+4') is given by exp(4+ c0 , 1; D0), where exp(c0 ; D0 ) is a strict upper bound of exp(,2; fd3; d6 g)
(viz. `j-2'). Because the j-loop has a non-strict upper bound, a strict upper bound of the latter
expression is given by exp(,2 + c00 ; D00 ), where exp(c00 ; D00 ) is a strict upper bound of con(100).
Since this implies that c00 = 101 and D00 = ;, and hence c0 = 99 and D0 = ;, we obtain con(102) as
strict upper bound of the expression `k+4'. The lower bound is found similarly.
An array reference is veri ed by invoking the algorithm of Figure 21 as verify ref(a; r; s)
for its address a, array reference r, and subscript expression s. If lower bound l is a known nonnegative constant, and u is an expression consisting of a constant and possibly a parameter (function
is par(Du ) yields true in case Du = fdg, and this only de nition is due to parameter passing),
then the array reference r is examined. If r = adecl(a0 ; n), then the compiler records access in the
(m , n + 1)th dimension of this array by calling procedure record access(b; x; m , n; c), where
boolean b denotes if subscript s involves the candidate parallel loop currently considered, and x
is the access tuple of the m-dimensional array declared at a0 . Furthermore, the compiler veri es
whether u does not exceed the strict upper bound in the (m , n + 1)th dimension of the declared
m-dimensional array, which is de ned by component si:sp,n on the stack state s associated with
the declaration instruction i. If r = apar(l; n), where l is a m-dimensional array parameter, then
the compiler also rst records access in the (m , n + 1)th dimension of this array. For further
veri cation, however, inter-procedural information would be required. In such cases, the compiler
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verify_ref(a; r; s) returns boolean {
s = exp(c; D)) {
l get_lbnd(s);
u get_strict_ubnd(s);
b (get_loop(a; D) = candidate parallel loop);
if ( l = con(c ), where c  0 and
u = exp(c ; D ), where (D = ; or is_par(D

function
if (
:=
:=
:=

l

l

u

u

u

u ))

) {

// known bounds on subscript

(a0 ; n)

r=
s

if (
adecl
) { // array declaration
let
denote stack state associated
with instruction
at
and let
denote the access
tuple of the
-dimensional array declared by ;

i a0
x
m
i
record_access(b; x; m , n; c);
return ( s sp, = exp(c0 ; D 0 ) and
c  c0 and D = D0 );
}
else if (r = apar(l; n)) {
// array parameter
let x denote stack state associated
with the m-dimensional array parameter l;
record_access(b; x; m , n; c);
record_query(l; m , n; u);
i:

u

}

}

b;x; j; c) {
b
x =>
x
[c; c]
x = [l; u]
x
[min(l; c); max(u; c)];

procedure record_access(
if ( ) {
if ( j
)
;
j :=
else if ( j
)
j :=
}
else
;
j :=
}

x

?

n

u

return true;

}
}
return false;

Figure 21: Array reference veri cation
simply records a query: is the strict upper bound in the (m , n + 1)th dimension of the array
parameter l at least u = exp(cu ; Du )?
In all cases where subscript bounds may be violated, or where suciently accurate stack states
information is lacking, function verify ref() returns the value `false'. Hence, if a verify ref()
invocation fails for a <t>aload or <t>astore instruction in a candidate parallel stride-p loop, then
this loop is kept serial, because abnormal loop-exits may be taken at run-time. Otherwise, the
compiler tests for data dependences as follows. For each array parameter or array declaration in
the method of this loop that is involved in at least one <t>astore instruction (viz. appearing at
the left-hand side of an assignment), the compiler veri es whether xj = [l; u], where u , l < p holds
for a component of the access tuple associated with the array. If such a component does not exists,
loop-carried data dependences may hold, and parallelization of the loop is disabled.
For example, with respect to the trivial i-loop in the bytecode equivalent of the following Java
fragment, access tuple h[0; 2]; ?i will eventually be associated with the array parameter a. Likewise,
with respect to the j-loop, access tuple h?; [,1; +1]i will eventually be associated with a. Since
array a appears at the left-hand side of an assignment, the compiler concludes that data dependences
may be carried by the stride-2 i-loop (viz. 2 , 0  2), but that no data dependences can be carried
by the stride-3 j-loop (viz. 1 , (,1) < 3):
static void datadep(int[][] a) {
for (int i = 0; i < 100; i += 2)
for (int j = 1; j < 100; j += 3)
a[i][j] = a[i+1][j-1] * a[i+2][j+1];
}

Finally, if parallelization of the candidate parallel loop still has not been disabled, the compiler
examines if any queries were recorded during the veri cation of array references. If user interaction
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is allowed, the compiler inquires the programmer whether the recorded queries will be satis ed
for all possible invocations of the currently considered method. Furthermore, to prevent unforeseen
loop-carried data dependences, for each array parameter that is involved in a <t>astore instruction
within the candidate parallel loop, the compiler also inquiries the user whether this parameters will
always refer to non-overlapping (sub) arrays in memory with respect to all other array parameters
that are referred to within the loop. Clearly, if user interaction is not enabled (the default), or if a
query is not con rmed by the programmer, then worst-case assumptions have to be made, and the
compiler resorts to disabling parallelization of the candidate parallel loop. If no queries have to be
made, however, or if all queries are con rmed, then this loop can be actually executed in parallel.
Consider, for example, the following Java static method query():
static void query(int[][] a, int[] b, int x[], int n) {
for (int i = 0; i <= n+100; i++)
for (int j = 0; j < n-20; j++)
b[i] += a[i][j] * x[j];
}

If the bytecode parallelization method discussed in this section is applied to the bytecode equivalent of this method, and if user interaction is enabled, then eventually the following inquiries will
be made to the programmer:
Queries in method `query([[I[I[I)V'
Queries for the 2-dimensional array parameter `[[I' in local 0
* 1-dim: is range [0,101+n) valid, where n = parameter in local 3?
* 2-dim: is range [0,n-20) valid, where n = parameter in local 3?
Queries for the 1-dimensional array parameter `[I' in local 1
* 1-dim: is range [0,101+n) valid, where n = parameter in local 3?
Queries for the 1-dimensional array parameter `[I' in local 2
* 1-dim: is range [0,n-20) valid, where n = parameter in local 3?
Is storage of array parameters 0 `[[I' and 1 `[I' non-overlapping?
Is storage of array parameters 2 `[[I' and 1 `[I' non-overlapping?

:

:
:

3.2.4 An Elaborate Example

Consider, as an elaborate example of the automatic detection of implicit loop parallelism, the
following Java class method par():
class Par {
static int[][] par(int m, int n) {
try {
int[][] a = new int[m][n];
int
mc = m, nc = n;
for (int i = 0; i < mc; i++) {
int
k = i;
int[] p = a[i], q = a[k];
for (int j = 0; j < nc; j++)
p[j] = q[j] + 1;
}
return a;
}
catch (Exception e) { return null; }
}
}

The bytecode, ow graph G = hV; E; v0 i, and local variables usage for
Figure 22. In this fragment, the following de nitions can be distinguished:

par()

d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 d7 d8 d9 d10 d11 d12

are shown in

local 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 9 5
address ? ? 6 8 10 13 20 26 32 35 52 62
par. type I I
Local stack state information for some of the instructions in this method is shown below. Note
that although the functionality of the loop is somewhat obscured by copy statements, our bytecode
analysis eventually reveals that the method performs the operation `a[i][j] += 1;' for all elements
of an mn array, where m and n are parameters of the method:
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code

*** method 0x08 par(II)[[I 2->1
---------[ 0] 0: iload_0
[ 1] 1: iload_1
*[ 2] 2: multianewarray [[I
---------[ 1] 6: astore_2
...
---------[ 0] 40: aload 7
[ 1] 42: iload 9
[ 2] 44: aload 8
[ 3] 46: iload 9
*[ 4] 48: iaload
---------[ 3] 49: iconst_1
[ 4] 50: iadd
*[ 3] 51: iastore
---------[ 0] 52: iinc 9 1
---------[ 0] 55: iload 9
[ 1] 57: iload 4
[ 2] 59: if_icmplt :40
---------...

stack states

h>; >; >; >i
hvar(fd1 g); >; >; >i
hvar(fd1 g); var(fd2 g); >; >i
hadecl(2; 2); >; >; >i
h?; ?; ?; ?i
hadecl(2; 1); ?; ?; ?i
hadecl(2; 1); var(fd10 ; d11 g); ?; ?i
hadecl(2; 1); var(fd10 ; d11 g); adecl(2; 1); ?i
hadecl(2; 1); var(fd10 ; d11 g); adecl(2; 1); var(fd10 ; d11 g)i
hadecl(2; 1); var(fd10 ; d11 g); ?; ?i
hadecl(2; 1); var(fd10 ; d11 g); ?; con(1)i
hadecl(2; 1); var(fd10 ; d11 g); ?; ?i
h?; ?; ?; ?i
h?; ?; ?; ?i
hvar(fd10 ; d11 g); ?; ?; ?i
hvar(fd10 ; d11 g); var(fd2 g); ?; ?i

In the ow graph, the two back edges (v8 ; v2 ) 2 E and (v11 ; v7 ) 2 E de ne the natural loops
L1 = fv2 ; v4 ; : : : ; v10 g and L2 = fv7 ; v9 ; v10 ; v11 g. Since both loops satisfy the constraints given in
Section 3.1, L1 and L2 are trivial loops. Now, suppose that the compiler starts with examination
of the outermost loop L1 . Clearly, the only abnormal loop-exits are due to <t>aload or <t>astore

instructions. The loop can be executed in parallel with respect to local scalars, since there are
no loop-carried ow dependences caused by locals, and all locals are dead on exit of the loop (cf.
Section 3.2.2). Hence, subsequently, array analysis is performed.
Consider, for instance, the iaload instruction at address a = 48 (corresponding to reference
`q[j]' at source code level). Here, we have r = adecl(2; 1) and s = var(fd10 ; d11 g) for the array
reference and subscript expression, respectively. If verify ref(a; r; s) is called, the lower bound
con(0) and strict upper bound var(fd2 g) result for s, since the subscript expression corresponds
to the inner trivial loop with index 9 as local. Because r = adecl(2; n), where n = 1, represents
a reference to the last dimension of the two-dimensional array declared at address 2, and because
si:sp,n = var(fd2 g) holds for the stack state s associated with the declaration instruction i at 2,
the compiler concludes that the abnormal loop-exit at address 48 cannot be taken at run-time.
After all other <t>aload and <t>astore instructions are handled similarly, access tuple x =
h[0; 0]; ?i is associated with the array declared at address 2. This indicates that references to this
array do not cause any data dependences that are carried by the outer trivial loop, which implies
that the i-loop can be executed in parallel.
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*** method 0x08 par(II)[[I 2->1
[0,73) -> 73 java.lang.Exception
---------[ 0] 0: iload_0
[ 1] 1: iload_1
*[ 2] 2: multianewarray [[I
---------[ 1] 6: astore_2
[ 0] 7: iload_0
[ 1] 8: istore_3
[ 0] 9: iload_1
[ 1] 10: istore 4
[ 0] 12: iconst_0
[ 1] 13: istore 5
[ 0] 15: goto 65
---------[ 0] 18: iload 5
[ 1] 20: istore 6
[ 0] 22: aload_2
[ 1] 23: iload 5
*[ 2] 25: aaload
---------[ 1] 26: astore 7
[ 0] 28: aload_2
[ 1] 29: iload 6
*[ 2] 31: aaload
---------[ 1] 32: astore 8
[ 0] 34: iconst_0
[ 1] 35: istore 9
[ 0] 37: goto 55
---------[ 0] 40: aload 7
[ 1] 42: iload 9
[ 2] 44: aload 8
[ 3] 46: iload 9
*[ 4] 48: iaload
---------[ 3] 49: iconst_1
[ 4] 50: iadd
*[ 3] 51: iastore
---------[ 0] 52: iinc 9 1
---------[ 0] 55: iload 9
[ 1] 57: iload 4
[ 2] 59: if_icmplt 40
---------[ 0] 62: iinc 5 1
---------[ 0] 65: iload 5
[ 1] 67: iload_3
[ 2] 68: if_icmplt 18
---------[ 0] 71: aload_2
[ 1] 72: areturn
---------[ 1] 73: pop
[ 0] 74: aconst_null
[ 1] 75: areturn
----------

.
.
.

v2 iload_5
iload_3
if_icmplt v4
v4 iload_5
istore 6
aload_2
iload 5
aaload
v5 astore 7
aload_2
iload 6
aaload

v3
aload_2
areturn

(*)

(*)

v6 astore 8
iconst_0
istore 9
goto v7
v7 iload 9
iload 4
if_cmplt v9

v8
iinc 5 1

v9 aload 7
iload 9
aload 8
iload 9
iaload

(*)

v10 iconst_1
iadd
iastore

(*)

Exception
v12 pop
aconst_null
return

v11 iinc 9 1

Figure 22: Flow graph and bytecode of class method par()
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3.3 Exploitation of Implicit Loop Parallelism

If a trivial loop L  V in a method with ow graph G = hV; E; v0 i satis es all the constraints of the
previous sections, implicit loop parallelism is made explicit using the JVM multi-threading mechanism. The actual parallelization resembles the Java source code transformations described in [6],
although now all transformations are directly applied at bytecode level. Because there is usually
little advantage of having nested parallel loops, we disable the parallelization of candidate parallel
loops within another candidate parallel loop. Moreover, because parallelization of outer loops is
generally preferred over the parallelization of inner loops, the compiler attempts to parallelize the
natural loops of each method in decreasing order of size, where the size of a loop consists of the
number of enclosed basic blocks.
In this section, all new identi ers that may con ict with other identi ers are denoted with a
sux ` x'. In reality, however, an appropriate sux must be generated by the compiler.

3.3.1 Modi cation of the Original Loop
Given a stride-p candidate parallel loop L  V de ned by a back edge (g; h) 2 E with loop index i
in a method with l locals, the compiler rst determines the set W = fl1 ; : : : ; lp g of locals (including
the loop-index) such that an outer-loop de nition of local lj 2 [0::l) reaches an inner-loop use of lj .

Furthermore, for each lj , the corresponding type tj is determined by examination of the reaching
de nitions. For a long or double de nition of locals l and l + 1, only l is included in W .
Parallel execution of the loop in class `MyClass', is implemented by letting T di erent threads
invoke an appropriate run()-method in a new auxiliary class `MyClass Worker x' for di erent subsets of iterations.5 Consequently, locals in the set W must be passed to this method (constraint
(II) of Section 3.2.2 avoids the need to pass locals back to the original method after execution of
the parallel loop). For this purpose, the following bytecode fragment is added to the method in
which the parallel loop appears. Here, PARS denote the concatenation of the parameter descriptors
for each type tj , label OldExit denotes the address of the rst instruction in the basic block e 2= L
of the normal loop exit (h; e) 2 E , and `<tj >load' denotes the appropriate load instruction (e.g.
aload for a reference type tj ):
NewCode:

new MyClass_Worker_x
dup
< 1 >load 1
...
< p >load p
invokespecial MyClass_Worker_x.<init> (PARS)V
iinc i

t
t

l
l

p

9
>
>
>
=
>
>
>
;


invokevirtual java.lang.Thread.join ()V

T

T

goto OldExit

Handler:

pop
goto OldExit

In this code, T new workers are constructed with the appropriate parameters, where each worker
receives a subsequent iteration. As discussed in the next section, on construction, each worker will
start a new thread to execute iterations of the original loop with a new stride `p  T ', thereby
e ectively implementing a cyclic scheduling policy for the parallel loop. In the code above, the
workers are eventually joined again by invoking T times method join(), using the references that
are still on the operand stack.
5 Since `MyClass' appears as fully quali ed class name in the class le format, the auxiliary worker class is automatically placed in the same package if a similar pre x is used in the worker class name and the corresponding class
le is created in the directory of the original class le.
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Finally, the compiler changes the maximum operand stack size of the method in case the maximum stack size in this new fragment exceeds the old size, replaces the rst instruction in the
basic block d 2 V of the loop by the instruction goto NewCode, and adds an exception handler at
Handler for `java.lang.InterruptedException', covering the region from label NewCode up to
label Handler. All other inner-loop bytecode instructions are replaced by nop (these instructions
are unreachable in the resulting code), and attributes that are nested within the Code attribute [26,
ch4] are stripped from the resulting class le, because the meaning of these attributes may have
become obsoleted.

3.3.2 Construction of a new Loop Worker Class

In the next step, the compiler generates a class le for the auxiliary class `MyClass Worker x' that
corresponds to the following Java de nition (but keep in mind that this class is directly generated
in the class le format [26]):
class MyClas_Worker_x extends java.lang.Thread {
private 1 loc_1;
...
private p loc_p;

t
t

t

public MyClass_Worker_x( 1 loc_1, ...,
this.loc_1 = loc_1;
...
this.loc_p = loc_p;
start();
}

}

t

p

loc_p) {

public void run() {
...
}

In the constructor, the values of the p locals that are passed as parameter are temporarily stored
in p elds of appropriate type, as described by eld descriptors [26, ch4] in the class le. Moreover,
a new thread is started by calling start().
The run()-method in this class has the form shown below. First, the values of all locals are
restored, where we assume that the locals in W are sorted in decreasing order, so that in case
local 0 appears in the set W , the implicit this parameter is destroyed last. Subsequently, control
is transferred to a modi ed version of the original loop:
aload_0
getfield MyClass_Worker_x.loc_1
< p >store 1
...
aload_0
getfield MyClass_Worker_x.loc_p
< 1 >store p

t
t

goto LoopEntry
LoopEntry:

... modified loop ...

NewLoopExit: return

Modi cations to the original loop consists of replacing the old loop exit (h; e) 2 E by a transfer of
control to NewLoopExit (either an implicit fall-through or an explicit transfer in an if icmp<cond>),
and replacing the original `iinc i p' instruction by `iinc i p  T ', where T denotes the number of
threads used for parallel execution. As stated earlier, this e ectively implements a cyclic scheduling
policy. In a future implementation, however, more advanced scheduling policies (see e.g. [36, ch4][45,
p73-74][46, p387-392] [41, 42][47, 296-298]) with better load balancing or data locality properties
could be incorporated.
If an instruction within the loop (indirectly) refers to entries in the constant pool of the original
class le [26], these entries must be copied into the constant pool of the new auxiliary class.
For example, consider the following class (placed in the default package):
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class Pool {
static void pool(double dc) {
double[][] d = new double[1000][1000];
for (int i = 0; i < 1000; i++)
for (int j = 0; j < 1000; j++)
d[i][j] = 42.42d * java.lang.Math.sin(dc);
}
}

The constant pool in the corresponding class le and the bytecode for the method pool are
shown below. If loop parallelization is applied to the trivial loop that corresponds to the i-loop,
then some of the constant pool entries must be copied into the constant pool of the auxilary class.
For instance, the ldc2 w instruction at 27 refers to the CONSTANT Double entry 7 (making entry 8
invalid). Moreover, the method invocation instruction at 31 refers to the CONSTANT Methodref
entry 5 and, hence, indirect to entries 1, 10, 11, 24, and 25:

--> constant_pool[ 1]:
constant_pool[ 2]:
constant_pool[ 3]:
constant_pool[ 4]:
--> constant_pool[ 5]:
constant_pool[ 6]:
--> constant_pool[ 7]:
constant_pool[ 9]:
--> constant_pool[10]:
--> constant_pool[11]:
constant_pool[12]:
constant_pool[13]:
constant_pool[14]:
constant_pool[15]:
constant_pool[16]:
constant_pool[17]:
constant_pool[18]:
constant_pool[19]:
constant_pool[20]:
constant_pool[21]:
constant_pool[22]:
constant_pool[23]:
--> constant_pool[24]:
--> constant_pool[25]:
constant_pool[26]:
constant_pool[27]:

<Class> java/lang/Math
<Class> java/lang/Object
<Class> [[D
<Class> Pool
<Class> java/lang/Math.sin (D)D
<Class> java/lang/Object.<init> ()V
<Double> 42.42
<init> ()V
sin (D)D
(D)D
pool
ConstantValue
Exceptions
Pool.java
LineNumberTable
SourceFile
LocalVariables
Code
java/lang/Object
[[D
Pool
<init>
sin
java/lang/Math
(D)V
()V

*** method 0x08 pool(D)V 2->0
---------[ 0] 0: sipush 1000
[ 1] 3: sipush 1000
*[ 2] 6: multianewarray #3 <Class> [[D
---------[ 1] 10: astore_2
[ 0] 11: iconst_0
[ 1] 12: istore_3
[ 0] 13: goto 50
---------[ 0] 16: iconst_0
[ 1] 17: istore 4
[ 0] 19: goto 39
---------[ 0] 22: aload_2
[ 1] 23: iload_3
*[ 2] 24: aaload
---------[ 1] 25: iload 4
[ 2] 27: ldc2_w #7
<Double> 0x404535c28f5c28f6
[ 4] 30: dload_0
---------*[ 6] 31: invokestatic #5
<Class> java/lang/Math.sin (D)D
---------[ 6] 34: dmul
*[ 4] 35: dastore
---------[ 0] 36: iinc 4 1
---------[ 0] 39: iload 4
[ 1] 41: sipush 1000
[ 2] 44: if_icmplt 22
---------[ 0] 47: iinc 3 1
---------[ 0] 50: iload_3
[ 1] 51: sipush 1000
[ 2] 54: if_icmplt 16
---------[ 0] 57: return
----------

If constant pool entries must be copied into the constant pool of the auxiliary class, then
currently javab copies the whole old constant pool into the new class le and simply obsoletes
all entries that are not required. This approach avoids the necessity to change references to the
constant pool within the loop. Thereafter, new entries are added to the end of the old constant
pool. In a future implementation, however, a compression should be applied to the new constant
pool to reduce the size of the resulting class le.
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3.3.3 An Elaborate Example (Continued)

Consider, for example, the Java class method par() of the previous section again. After the
compiler has detected that the trivial loop L = fv2 ; : : : ; v10 g can be executed in parallel, the set
W = f2; 3; 4; 5g is constructed, where local 2 contains a two-dimensional integer array, and the
other locals integer scalars. Thereafter, the following code is added to the par()-method in case
T = 2. In addition, the instruction at address 65 is replaced by goto 76, and an exception handler
starting at 121 for code region [76,121) and exception `java.lang.InterruptedException' is
added to the exception table of this method:
...
---------[ 1] 73: pop
[ 0] 74: aconst_null
[ 1] 75: areturn
---------*[ 0] 76: new Par_Worker_par_0
---------[ 1] 79: dup
[ 2] 80: aload 2
[ 3] 82: iload 3
[ 4] 84: iload 4
[ 5] 86: iload 5
---------*[ 6] 88: invokespecial Par_Worker_par_0.<init> ([[IIII)V
---------[ 1] 91: iinc 5 1
*[ 1] 94: new Class Par_Worker_par_0
---------[ 2] 97: dup
[ 3] 98: aload 2
[ 4]100: iload 3
[ 5]102: iload 4
[ 6]104: iload 5
---------*[ 7]106: invokespecial Par_Worker_par_0.<init> ([[IIII)V
---------[ 2]109: iinc 5 1
---------*[ 2]112: invokevirtual java.lang.Thread.join ()V
---------*[ 1]115: invokevirtual java.lang.Thread.join ()V
---------[ 0]118: goto 71
---------[ 1]121: pop
[ 0]122: goto 71
----------

Subsequently, the compiler constructs a new class le that de nes the Par par worker class with
elds local 2 (with eld descriptor `[[I'), local 3, local 2, and local 3 (with eld descriptor
`I'). The bytecode for the constructor and run()-method of this class are shown below:
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*** method 0x01 <init>([[IIII)V 5->0
---------[ 0] 0: aload_0
---------*[ 1] 1: invokespecial java.lang.Thread.<init> ()V
---------[ 0] 4: aload_0
[ 1] 5: aload 1
*[ 2] 7: putfield Par_Worker_par.loc_2 [[I
---------[ 0] 10: aload_0
[ 1] 11: iload 2
*[ 2] 13: putfield Par_Worker_par.loc_3 I
---------[ 0] 16: aload_0
[ 1] 17: iload 3
*[ 2] 19: putfield Par_Worker_par.loc_4 I
---------[ 0] 22: aload_0
[ 1] 23: iload 4
*[ 2] 25: putfield Par_Worker_par.loc_5 I
---------[ 0] 28: aload_0
---------*[ 1] 29: invokevirtual java.lang.Thread.start ()V
---------[ 0] 32: return
----------

*** method 0x01 run()V 1->0
---------[ 0] 0: aload_0
*[ 1] 1: getfield Par_Worker_par.loc_5 I
---------[ 1] 4: istore 5
[ 0] 6: aload_0
*[ 1] 7: getfield Par_Worker_par.loc_4 I
---------[ 1] 10: istore 4
[ 0] 12: aload_0
*[ 1] 13: getfield Par_Worker_par.loc_3 I
---------[ 1] 16: istore 3
[ 0] 18: aload_0
*[ 1] 19: getfield Par_Worker_par.loc_2 [[I
---------[ 1] 22: astore 2
[ 0] 24: goto 74
; goto NewLoopEntry
---------[ 0] 27: iload 5
[ 1] 29: istore 6
[ 0] 31: aload_2
[ 1] 32: iload 5
*[ 2] 34: aaload
---------[ 1] 35: astore 7
[ 0] 37: aload_2
[ 1] 38: iload 6
*[ 2] 40: aaload
---------[ 1] 41: astore 8
[ 0] 43: iconst_0
[ 1] 44: istore 9
[ 0] 46: goto 64
---------[ 0] 49: aload 7
[ 1] 51: iload 9
[ 2] 53: aload 8
[ 3] 55: iload 9
*[ 4] 57: iaload
---------[ 3] 58: iconst_1
[ 4] 59: iadd
*[ 3] 60: iastore
---------[ 0] 61: iinc 9 1
---------[ 0] 64: iload 9
[ 1] 66: iload 4
[ 2] 68: if_icmplt 49
---------[ 0] 71: iinc 5 2
---------[ 0] 74: iload 5
[ 1] 76: iload_3
[ 2] 77: if_icmplt 27 ; fall-through to return
---------[ 0] 80: return
----------
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4 Initial Experiments
The techniques presented in this paper have been actually implemented in a prototype bytecode
parallelization tool javab which is made freely available (for details, see the end of this paper). In
this section, we present some initial experiments that have been conducted with this prototype.

4.1 Timings

Consider, for instance, the following Java class method mat mat():
static void mat_mat(double[][] a, double b[][], double c[][], int n) {
for (int i = 0; i < n; i++)
for (int j = 0; j < n; j++) {
c[i][j] = 0.0d;
for (int k = 0; k < n; k++)
c[i][j] += a[i][k] * b[k][j];
}
}

When our prototype is applied to the bytecode equivalent of this fragment, the compiler rst
inquires the programmer whether array parameters a, b, and c will always refer to matrices with at
least size n  n, and whether the storage of array parameters a or b will not overlap with the storage
of array parameter c. If these queries are armed, the compiler proceeds with parallelization of
the trivial loop that corresponds to the i-loop.
In Figures 23, we show the serial execution times Ts and the parallel execution times Tp for
varying values of n, with and without JIT compilation on an IBM RS/6000 G30 with four PowerPC
604 processors using the AIX4.2 JDK1.0.2d programming environment. The bytecode is executed
using `java -noasyncgc' and the parallel execution of threads enabled. In Figure 24, the corresponding speedup S = Tp =Ts is shown. With JIT compilation enabled, parallelization becomes useful for
this particular loop and target platform when n exceeds 30, and an eciency over 85% is obtained.

4.2 Statistics

In the following table, we present the results of applying javab to the class les of a number
of packages: (i) the complete Java 1.0.2API, (ii) Pendragon Software's Ca eineMark(tm) version
2.5 [14], (iii) a wavelet transformation package written by David Wanqian Liu [27], and (iv) a Java
implementation of some routines of BLAS and LINPACK [44] written by Steve Verrill. In addition,
because the last package contains a number of test programs where the user must supply a value
n  100 for the size of test matrices, we also consider the results of applying javab to the class les
that result when we compile the package with a xed size for n.
In the table, we present the total number of class les and natural loops. In addition, we show
how many of the natural loops are trivial loops, and divide the trivial loops into three categories:
serial trivial loops, parallel trivial loops, and trivial loops that appear within a parallel trivial loop.
Class
Loops
Files Natural Trivial Serial Parallel Nested
Java 1.0.2 API
224
308
53
50
3
0
Ca eineMark 2.5
17
99
54
47
3
4
Wavelets
21
83
65
59
4
2
41
15
9 (queries)
BLAS/LINPACK
23
368
322
318
4
0
306
14
2 (queries)
BLAS/LINPACK ( xed n)
23
368
322
290
17
15
278
27
17 (queries)
From the table it becomes clear that a reasonable amount of natural loops in bytecode programs
can be classi ed as trivial loops. Furthermore, despite the fact that are analysis method have been
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Figure 24: Speedup of class method mat mat()
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kept relatively simple, already a reasonable number of parallel loops can be detected automatically
by our tool (whether any speedup may be actually expected from executing these loops in parallel
heavily depends on the amount of work done in the loops and the startup overhead of threads
in the JVM implementation). In some cases, this number can be increased by means of user
interaction, which implies that more loops will be detected automatically if inter-procedural analysis
is incorporated in environments where complete bytecode programs are available (such as the JIT
parallelization approach we have alluded to earlier). Because our prototype can inform the user
about the reasons why a particular loop cannot be parallelized, we hope that more experiments will
provide us with insights in the kind of improvements that are required to increase the number of
parallel loops that can be automatically detected.
The three parallel loops in the Java API appear in the class initialization method `<clinit>' of
the `java.lang.Character' class. One of these parallel trivial loops is illustrated below:
code

*** method 0x08 <clinit>()V 0->0
---------[ 0] 0: sipush 256
*[ 1] 3: newarray char
---------[ 1] 5: astore_0
[ 0] 6: sipush 1 0
*[ 1] 9: newarray char
---------[ 1] 11: astore_1
[ 0] 12: iconst_0
[ 1] 13: istore_2
[ 0] 14: goto 29
---------[ 0] 17: aload_0
[ 1] 18: iload_2
[ 2] 19: aload_1
[ 3] 20: iload_2
[ 4] 21: iload_2
[ 5] 22: i2c
[ 5] 23: dup_x2
*[ 6] 24: castore
---------*[ 3] 25: castore
---------[ 0] 26: iinc 2 1
---------[ 0] 29: iload_2
[ 1] 30: sipush 256
[ 2] 33: if_icmplt 17
---------...

stack states

h>; >; >; >; >; >i
hcon(256); >; >; >; >; >i
hadecl(3; 1); >; >; >; >; >i
h?; >; >; >; >; >i
hcon(256); >; >; >; >; >i
hadecl(9; 1); >; >; >; >; >i
h?; >; >; >; >; >i
hcon(0); >; >; >; >; >i
h?; >; >; >; >; >i
h?; ?; ?; ?; ?; ?i
hadecl(3; 1); ?; ?; ?; ?; ?i
hadecl(3; 1); var(fd3; d4g); ?; ?; ?; ?i
hadecl(3; 1); var(fd3; d4g); adecl(9; 1); ?; ?; ?i
hadecl(3; 1); var(fd3; d4g); adecl(9; 1); var(fd3 ; d4 g); ?; ?i
hadecl(3; 1); var(fd3; d4g); adecl(9; 1); var(fd3 ; d4 g); var(fd3 ; d4 g); ?i
hadecl(3; 1); var(fd3; d4g); adecl(9; 1); var(fd3 ; d4 g); ?; ?i
hadecl(3; 1); var(fd3; d4g); ?; adecl(9; 1); var(fd3 ; d4 g); ?i
hadecl(3; 1); var(fd3; d4g); ?; ?; ?; ?i
h?; ?; ?; ?; ?; ?i
h?; ?; ?; ?; ?; ?i
hvar(fd3 ; d4 g); ?; ?; ?; ?; ?i
hvar(fd3 ; d4 g); con(256); ?; ?; ?; ?i

All three loops in Pendragon Software's Ca eineMark(tm) version 2.5 appear in the method
that is used to test oating point performance. One of these loops is a single loop, and
the other two loops are loops that essentially perform the following operation:
fpmark()

for (int i = 0; i < 50; i++) {
c[0][i] = 0.0; c[1][i] = 0.0; c[2][i] = 0.0;
for (int j = 0; j < 3; j++)
for (int k = 0; k < 3; k++)
c[j][i] += a[k]j] * c[j][i];
}

Unfortunately, if loop parallelization is applied to the triple loops (by default, parallelization of
single loops in javab is disabled), the Floating Point Score drops from 279 to 112 on an IBM RS/6000
G30 with four PowerPC 604 processors using the AIX4.2 JDK1.1 programming environment (JIT
compilation is not yet supported).6 In this case, the startup-time of the parallel loop is too high in
comparison with the time required to execute the 50  3  3 iterations. On the same machine the
execution time of a matrix times vector in the BLAS/LINPACK package, for instance, drops from
0.51 sec. to 0.17 sec. for a matrix of size n = 500, so that a speedup of 3 is obtained.
6 These tests were performed without independent veri cation by Pendragon Software and Pendragon Software
makes no representations or warranties as to the result of the test.
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5 Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented techniques for the automatic detection and automatic exploitation
of implicit loop parallelism in bytecode. This work extends our earlier work on Java source code
restructuring [6] in two ways: rst, all transformations are now directly applied at bytecode level
and, second, loop parallelism is now also detected automatically (rather than relying on annotations
in the Java source code). Because implicit loop parallelism is made explicit by means of the JVM
multi-threading mechanism, the parallelization can be done independently from the source program
and platforms from which the bytecode was obtained and eventually will run. The parallelized
bytecode remains architectural neutral and may exhibit speedup on any platform that supports
the true parallel execution of JVM threads. The techniques have been implemented in a prototype
bytecode parallelization tool, and some initial experiments with automatic bytecode parallelization
have been included. More elaborate experiments are planned in a follow-up paper.
Our prototype focuses on the parallelization of loops that operate on arrays, and this parallelization is done by means of an o -line bytecode to bytecode conversion. Because exceptions have to be
dealt with precisely [18, 26], the parallelization of loops is only applied to regions of code for which
the compiler can prove that run-time exceptions cannot be thrown. A potential change in semantics
with respect to JVM errors and (possibly) linking-exceptions is allowed, however. Alternatively,
we could have generated tests that at run-time determine whether exceptions may be thrown in a
loop and, based on the outcome of these tests, decide between serial or parallel execution of the
loop. If the start-up time of a parallel loop is substantial, a similar multi-version approach can be
used to make the decision between serial or parallel execution of the loop dependent on the actual
number of iterations seen at run-time. In the current implementation, cyclic scheduling is used for
all parallel loops, but more advanced scheduling policies could be incorporated in future versions.
Compile-time has been kept limited by letting the compiler rely on less accurate but generally
also less expensive analysis. For example, operand stack states are only traced partially, rather
than doing a more accurate conversion of stack usage into expressions trees, as is discussed in, for
example, the paper [7]. Although this implies that currently only relatively simple loop bounds and
subscripts can be dealt with, preliminary experiments indicate that this simple analysis already
suces to handle a reasonable number of loops in numerical programs. In addition, although we
have presented stack state analysis speci cally in the context of loop parallelization, this simple
stack state analysis may also provide a source for a vast amount of other compiler optimizations.
Simple data dependence tests for arrays and scalars have been used, rather than advanced data
dependence analysis, and parallelization of a loop in which eld modi cations occur is disabled,
rather than using e.g. the side-e ect analysis presented in [12]. However, although using more
advanced analysis will increase the opportunities for loop parallelization, keeping compile-time
limited may become more important if the techniques are used for some form of JIT parallelization,
i.e. bytecode parallelization directly prior to execution or JIT compilation of the bytecode.
Finally, to allow the transformations to be applied to a single class le, our prototype resorts
to user interaction as soon as inter-procedural information is required. Although this currently
may place a heavy burden on the user, especially if source code is not available, these problems
will be alleviated by the incorporation of inter-procedural analysis in environments where complete
bytecode programs are available. Hereby, techniques that incrementally update inter-procedural
information after changes of parts of a program [13] will be very useful.

Obtaining Java Research Tools

Documentation and the complete source of the prototype bytecode parallelization tool javab, together with a prototype Java restructuring compiler javar described in [6], are made available for
education, research, and non-pro t purposes at: http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/hpjava/
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